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Spice Girls create history 
ul Conroy saya, "This i nt for us ' onderful of Tower I 

The single has so far sold 4.8m units Worldwide and has topped the chart in . 31 countries in thé past seven months, a record umnatched by a new act. The release has reached 1m sales in America where the Virgin acT's album Spice entered the chart this week at number six with sales of 700,000. It is the highest album début ever achieved by a UK act in the US. Virgin Records managing director 

. It certainly opens a lot more doors for UK acts generally. "This is something which has taken everyone by storm and it's gone com- pletely against the grain because a girl group from the UK has never broken America in this way before," he adds. Wannabe's US achievement brings lo an end an 18-month hiatus since Seal's Kiss From The Rose became the last UK act to achieve a US number one. Spice Girls' US success cornes at a time when the US industry is showing 

m in New Orléans, which featui from Spice Girls, Gina G and Space. Solomon said that the US industry should learn from the pop-orientated UK market. "We don't have a teen idol or a teen balladeer at the moment - music that makes little girls scream," he said. "I think they do that much bet- ter in England lhan in America, where they have a lot of pop stuff coming on to the scene. They also emphasise singles 
the 7 l-year-old 

Blur dedicated last Monday's London Astoria gig to Léo Finlay, Music WeelSs fl&R edilor who diod aged 32 at Christmas. Proceeds front the gig, which was staged to launch the hand s new eponymous album, will go to a trust fund which has been established (or Leo's wife and family. A benefit concert featuring The Fali, Travis, Tiger, Formula One and a spécial guest 
with détails available from Mark Allison on 0171-686 0939 or fax 0171-686 0991.  

Burgerto address Music Radio 97 Music UK i Burger has be keynote speaket Academy conference.Music Burger will address more than 200 executives from the radio and record industries at the event on April 17 at London's Bafta. Virgin Radio programme director Mark Story, who is chairman of the Music Radio 97 steering committee, delighted that Paul has 
New-look RM gives 
dance extra bounce RM, AflVs specialist dance maga- zine, this week unvciis a fresh look and a raft of new features. The new package includes an Urban chart highlighting the bur- geoning R&B market and the UK's first dance airplay chart compiled by Music Control. A Q&A with a key figure in the dance business will also feature each week along- side a label focus. "The new RM is more closely focused on the business of dance - and, hopefully, it's an even better read," says Music Week and RM édi- ter Selina Webb.  

THIS WEEK 
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5 PolyGram posts flat profits for 96 
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Spice Girls are not the only UK act 
r^o^e Chemical Brothers and The Prodigy are being keenly watched to see if their record sales can match growing industry iuterest. The Prodigy's Firestarter moves up five places to number 41 in the new Billboard singles chart, while Chemical Brothers' Setting Sun slips 15 places to number 95. It is a strong chart for UK acts, with 11 UK acts and three UK-signed acts - U2, Gina G and The Cranberries - in the Hot 100. 

agreed to deliver the keynote as the in the music business on behalf of the year's Radio BPI, and in particular his rôle as Brit " " Awards chairman, has made him one of the industry's most influential figures." Session topics and speakers for the daylongev Event organiser and producer Kathy Leppard urges delegates to boo 

Singles power UK industry to new highs 
The UK mi high last year In the final quarter, ! up by almost 24%. compared wit same period of 1995, to 24.1m i The impressive figures pushed th The value oftheUK record industry gles market up 6% to 78.3m fo hit a new neak of £l.lbn in 1996, after whole year. a final three months in which 79m BMG and BPI chairman albums worth £384m were sold to the Preston says the r^lts reflect. ^ 
(worthfôBVmwëreshTppe^isirEKè- particularly in the light of disapi whole year, an increase of6% compared ing figures for other territones. " 

le adds. 

The singles mar most dramatic upiirt, to re _ejtUevd_ginceJ982 anc fourtb hi rfgest vear yet for 
experienced the the be 

will respond to good prod- 
The UK figures compare particularly favourably with the US industry which last week unveiled figures showing the 

ket up just 1.7% to $12.5bn. The Record Industry Association Of America (RIAA) figures show unit sales up by 2,2% to l.lbn. The biggest growth came in the traditionally poor singles market in which business was up around 10%. • See p8 
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Smith, bas been atthe lorelraat of music 
1989, and is beat known for initialing tho Evening Session in 1990. A producer ol thi show until 1993, ho became executive 

One in 1999. Smilb is acknowledged by promoters and pluggers as a key figure ; Radio One, and bis departure in 
of programmes at Wise Buddah 

Pluggers back Smith 

in top Radio One rôle 

One's head of music last Wednesday (12), as BBC Radio also announced that GeoiïMullin - currently head of music at London station Melody FM - wffl take on a parallel rôle as head of music policy for Radio Two. Smith rejoins Radio One from independent radio pro- duction corapany Wise Buddah, found- ed by Radio One DJ Mark Goodier, just two years after leaving t 
ce full h Wise 

Matthew [Bannister, BBC < radio] and Andy in programmmg Europe's greatest music station was an opportunity I couldn't miss." Goodier will take over as managing director and head of programmes at Wise Buddah, Parfitt says, There are things Jeff is keen to do with the daytime output which will involve looking at making 
envisage more new music on Radio One when Jeff starts." Scott Piering, director of Appearing, says Smith is the "polar opposite" of the 
Trevor Dann, who will cease his involvement in the Radio One playlist when Smith joins in late March. "Jeff w, the Radio One playlist, reporting to Radio One deputy controller Andy Parfitt. Smith says, "Retumingto Radio adds Piering. Than One as head ofmusic policy and joining know where we are 

'e plug- 

"It's brilliant news for pluggers and for Radio One. JefTs got a great cross-sec- tion of music knowledge which will be 
from Radio One. He is well known and liked in the industry. The reaction to Geoffs appointment has been good, too." Mullin's appointment at Radio Two was overshadowed by the news of Smith's return, but his move also repre- sents a return to the BBC from the independent sector. While at Radio Two, Mullin produced Terry Wogan, Jimmy Young and Sarah Kennedy, before leaving for Melody in 1994. He wffl report to Radio Two con- 
March or April, soon after Rpjar 

Independiente going global 
with Sony licensing contract Andy Macdonald's Independient label has confirmed a Worldwide They'repk licensing deal with 

The deal, effective immediately, 
The deal w 

dled by Epie will go through Sony's sales and Music Enter distribution network in the UK. "  j Independiente is launching a US office to work alongside Epie in the US, which will distribute the labd's 

jck after an ini- Macdonald by Sony UK chairman and ceo Paul Burger. Negotiations also involved The label Paul Russell, président of Sony - tainment Europe. tys he is looking for- orking with what he shaping up to be an 
it A&R m iof the 1 

inted. Independiente chairman Andy record in assemb Macdonald says he had some "very highly creative < flattering" offers for international developing very si rights to the label, but says Sony is well known. W displayed the most understanding Independiente it w about what the label wai for. "Sony proved fully responsive t 
independent company," sny Macdonald. "We're very ambitiou and their market expertise an muscle will be vital to at breaking UK relea 

Worldwide was concerned." The first UK release under the deal will be the début single from Scottish four-piece Travis, the first band Macdonald signed to 
album is expected to be the first US 

MW awardstoget 
thePeacocktouch 
month's Music Week Awards, The company will be putting together a video montage of some of last year's biggest-selling singles and albums for the awards which will take place at London's Grosvenor House Hôtel on March 6. Peacock will also provide animation and graphie sequences for the awards. Last year, Peacock Design designed the MW Av m Keith 

what we can do because every key figure from the music industry will be there." A few seats are still available for the Music Week Awards, for which judging has now been completed. The closing date for entries for the Creative & Design Awards - which take place at the Royal Lancaster Hôtel in central London on the evening of April 14 - is on Febi — - - • ■ ■ 8 for i ising, design & packaging, web- 

NEWSFILE 
Music Week moves to London Bridge Miller Freeman Entertainment, including Music Week, MB/and CIN, is moving to new offices this weekend. From next Monday (February 29), the opération will be based at8 Montague Close. London Bridge, London SE1 91IR. TeIephone and fax détails wi11 remain the sâme. 
Court rules withdrawal of Girl Power LP Global TV was forced to pull its Girl Power album last week after Virgin Records gained a High Court injunction, ciaiming the title infringed copyright on its Spice Girls' artwork. The injunction was due to be followed by a further hearing today (Monday), the intended day of release. Global hopes to release the album next Monday (24) if cleared atthe hearing. 
Bottomley opens EMI music exhibition EMI Music's lOOth anniversary music industry exhibition launched by National Héritage sécrétary Virginia Bottomley in Edinburgh on Friday. The show moves to London's Canary Wharf in July and York in February '98. 
World Music to relaunch Upside Down World Music Management plans to form a new version of Upside Down after splitling with the original Ijgfcup. The group were launched a year ago by World Records on the back of a 50-minute BBC Inside Story documentary. However, the four band members decided to terminale their contract with World Music after World Recordjjiyent into liguidationinJaguary. World Music director Nick Stolberg says the band will not be able to call themselves Upside Down because World Music owns full rights to the name. 
Brighton festival focuses on live scene Live music and club culture are to form the centrepiece of the new Brighton Fringe Festival staged from May 2 to May 26. The fringe, which coincides with Brighton's international festival, will include workshops and seminars - staged in conjunction with the International Managers' Forum and MCPS - as well as live concerts and a célébration of a decade of club culture. 
MVC expands with Coventry outlet Music and video chain MVC opened its 35th store last week with a 3,700sq ft site in Coventry. Ken Lewis, managing director of MVC, says the chain plans to continue its expansion throughout 1997 and beyond. 
Deadline draws near for Ivors entries The closing date for entries for the 42nd Ivor Novello awards is Spmthis Friday (21). Nominations are sought in the following catégories: best contemporary song; best song musically and lyrically; best commissioned film score; best song commissioned for a film or broadeast production and best score commissioned for a broadeast production. Entries should be sent to Basca. Téléphoné 0171-629 0992 or fax 0171 629 0993. 
Sony Music Video launches budget label Sony Music Video is launching a budget video label, Direction, in March. Five videos featuring Babyface, The Sangles, Motorhead, Cheap Trick and Prefab Sprout will be released on March 17 with adealer price of £4,08 and expected retail price of £5.99. 
The Score hits four-times platinum ^ Fugees' The Score was certilied four-limes BP» platinum last week by the BPL OthéT certificatioilsvvent to the albums Blur by Blur and Exorcising Ghosts by Japan (both gold), and Placebo by Placebo and the The Soul Album (both silver). Silver went to the Backstreet Boys' single Quit Playing Games. 

.dotmusic The latest industry news On The Net. From Music Week. Updated Mondays at 18.00 GMT. http;/ /www.doifWMsic.com ^ TOTP EXTENDS IT5LEAD IN ABC FIGURES - p4 ► ► ► ► ► 
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COMMENT 
Work to make UK pop work for America Culturally America may be a country which slrikes many Europeans as superficial beyond beliei. But paradoxically. when it cornes lo music, America suffers from a strange cultural snobbery. There's a morbid interest m authondcity , in "musicianship" and 'artistic vision". Of course those things bave their place, faut none of them are prerequisites for successful pop. Sadly, America - and particularly Ihe US music industry- does not get pop. Ifs a point which became ail too clear last week at the Gav/nmusic radio convention in New Orléans. Overheard conversations m the hôtel lobby suggesled UK triuraphaiism over the success of Spice Girls may be prématuré. They just don't get it. Thursday nighf and a Warner Bros showcase for Gina G reinforced the point. As Gina flounced and chirped through four outfits in foursongs - and the new material is very strong - the assembled radio programmera stood mouthed. They just didn't get it. can musical orthodoxy was formed and frozen in the rock era of the Sixties and Seventies. That s the n why, if you look at the US Top 40 - and it was a point made by Tower records chief Russ Solomon - they no indigenous white teen pop. The resuit is that young white kids are forced instead to huy the same music as their parents. Which ail leads to a numfaer of conclusions. That there could yet be a huge latent demand for pop music which speaks directly to white American teens. That the US industry is unlikely to be able to satisfy that demand. But that our European arrogance should not mislead us that it will be easy to beat a system which is inherently biased against pop. The success of Spice Girls and Gina G is a tremendous achievement. The point now is to press home that advantage and to create the pop that America is unable to create for itself. Sfeve Redmond 

TILLY 
How ahout Upside Down II -the truth? So ifsfinally gone Upside Down for Upside Down's record label, World Records. Now why should we be surprised? No-one bas ever seen so much money spent ew acl, including full-page colour ads here, there and everywhere for their single. At the time of the BBC documentary on the formation of the band the industry was disbelieving. The Beeb should now do a follow-up showing how it ail ended in tears. After ail, they appeared to be saying, "take any four good-looking boys, average sounds, a potfull of money and you can bave success". We know fhîs isn't true - can the BBC let the public 

Who in radio is catering for the kids? Well, ifs officiai. Oespite ail the money spent by record companies on their own promotion guys, independent promotion and hospitaiity to convince Radio One to play records. Radio Two bas a bigger share of the weekly audience, for only the second time ever. Radio One thinks it caters for tlie 15- Z5-year-olds, with Radio Two for the over 25s to heaven. But who caters for the kids who love music from an early âge, grow up with it and become the album buyers of tomorrow? Yes, you're right - nohody. The hottest kids record is the brilliant Where Do You Go by No Mercy, which is selling by the bucket load, but on the airplay chart it is nowhere. Obviously, there's no room for it when the awful Blur single is played 28 times a week, despite its plummet down the charts. f believe Radio One will continue to lose audiences with its mindless, no-personality presenters and suspect music policy - would the last one listening switch the radio off. 
rillyRutherford's column is a personal vil 

TOT? extends ABC lead 

as pop and dance surge ^  terlv pleased with the rise otMuzik. by Catherine Eade 
Tire BBC's TOTP magazine has e; ed its lead over rival Smash H become the UICs biggest-selling 

ts highest-yet ABC figure of 
Circulation figures for the UK maga- zine market for July to December 1996 show mixed results across the music titles, with particular strength dis- playedii s/i Hits re 

bined with a TV advertising campa 

a 9.8% for the 

TOTP(BBC) Smash Hits (Emapl QIEmapI NME(IPC) Select (Emapl The Face (Emap) MixMag(Emap) VoxdPCI Mojo (Emapl Muzik(lPC) MelodyMaker(IPC) Kerrang! (Emap) Meta) Hammer (Dennis) Source: ABC figures for Jul- 

111,211 106,648 113,028 88,160 79,882 te three rock 

in Septem ir helped 1 
because sales for each issue are going 
really developed the magazine's charac- ter over the past two years." In the dance sector, IPC's Muzik mag- 

larly pleased » "For a new magazine t  
in the compétitive dance area is great 
^faMy^Maker suffered a further rlprline with a 19.8% drop m readership taking ît below 50,000. Vca fell by 15.5% and New Musical Express suffered its first fall for four years. with its circula- 
' IPC specialist group publishing direc- tor Andy McDuff says he "= "ft con- cerned with the drop in tl titles. "The fact that there ..e Glastonbury had an effect," he says. •The nature of new music magazines is that you take risks and accept that some issues don't sell as well. But we know we have very solid products, and the inkies are still incredibly strong." McDuff says changes are planned for Vax which will be implemented over the coming months. Emap's music titles mostly saw rises, with Mojo recording a substantiel increase of 21.5% and market leader Q a slight upturn of 2%. Select's circulation fell 5.3%. 

King:TTIquitEurovision 
iftheUKentryflounders' 
Jonathan King has vowcd to quit his rôle as music exec- utive for the Great British Song Contcst if the UK does 

King believes the UK has a strong chance of victory with one of the four songs which have been selected by Radio Two listeners to compete in the Great British Song Contcst's final stage. One of the songs, the Kimberley Rew-penned Love Shine A Light, was performed by Katrina & The Waves on the National Lottery Live show on Saturday (15), while Yodel In The Canyon Of Love, written by Kenny MacDonald and Gordon Macdonald and sung by Do Re Mi featuring Kerry, is included in this Saturday's (22) programme. Don Black and Richard Kerr's song, You Stayed Away Too Long, will be performed by Joanne May on Mardi l's show and For The Life You Don't Yet Know, written by Nick Spindler and Peter Thompson and sung by Sam Blue, is due to be aired a week later. The four will then feature in a BBC1 spécial at 3.30pm on Sunday, March 9, with a téléphoné vote deciding the wlnner. The resuit will not be announced until the Lottery programme six days later, however, when the winning song will be performed. 

- r ; 
Zomba Music Publishing's Worldwide expansion policy has seen it strike a deai to establish a presence in Scandinavia for the first time. Steven Howard, managing director of Zomba Music Publishing, has 
producer and pubiisher Denniz Pop and his company Cheiron, which will see Zomba's london division publishing and managing Pop and his team and opening an office in Sweden. "We were looking for a presence in Scandinavia and Sweden seemed the obvious place to 

Michael hailsthe internet 
as music industry s future 

rge Michael declared the : be the future for the music industry, as he made a rare appearance at last week's Milia conférence in Cannes. Michael appeared at a press confér- ence held by Progressive Network, the inventer of the intemet's most popular real-time sound delivery application, 

rarning to^those in the industry v 
"I corne from an industry that doe: really like the possibilities ofthe inl net," said Michael, referring lo the n 

tems. "It takes away the middleman, gives the people exactly what they want - and it's an efficient and respectfui way for the artist to communicate with the fans. Little men the world over are los- ing sleep right now." Progressive has already signed part- nership arrangements with majors including Sony, Warner, EMI and Virgin to promote RealVideo and their acts across the internet. The four-day Milia event drew to a close on Thursday, having attractod more than 1,200 companies from 36 

dotmusic strikes 
deal with Levi s 

Strauss. The ad campaign forms part of Levi's new marketing drive on the internet and has been launched to complément the company's current Mennaid TV campaign which started last week. The 
Website designers Obselete and BBH have put together the designs of the campaign which is using short interac- tive logos, called I-Candys, to communi- cate information about the brand. 

manager, says, "There are few bigger global brands than Levi's. Its advertis- ing is synonymous with music and style and their récognition of dotmusic is a mtofthes 
► ► ► ► ► THE CONFIDENCE THAT POWERS BRILLIANT! PR - d6 ^ ^ ► 
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EM! regains its publishing crown 
usic Publishing regained its it the top of the publishing t share rankings in the final r of 1996. r Reichardt's team toppled •am Island after a period in it claimed 100% of singles by îraxton, Robson & Jeron imiroquai, as well as shar s by The Prodigy, Robe 

Warner Chappell came in third with a 9.8% share, ahead of Sony on 7.5%, MCA on 7.1% and BMG on 
PolyGram further established itself as EMI's closest rival, topping the singles rankings on 17.9% with 100% of hits by Celine Dion, iful South. tmpan; also claimed 

EMI topped the overaU ra with a 19.0% share of the r ahead of PolyGram Island oi 

Fugeej 
shares in hits by Spice Girls (50%), Boyzone (80%) and the Dunblane single (50%). EMI was second with. a share of 

17.4%, with Warner Chappell third 
In the albums listing, EMI was top with a 20.3% share, ahead of PolyGram on 17.1%. Warner Chap- pell was again in third position with a 8.4% share. The quarterly figures also show independent publisher Windswept Pacific improving its overall share to 5.5%, through its 50% shares in the two Spice Girls singles, the two biggest sellers of quarter. • Full detaUs next week 

Levy remains bullish as 

PolyGram's profits slip 

PolyGram presiden is confident the ci unveiling disappointing flnan- cial résulta for 1996 last Wednesday. Levy announced fiât operating profits, citing lower than expected sales of albums by the compan/s international ;d with slow industry 

EMIMUUMMl 
Musio operating income£360.0m -3% Operating margin 14.0% -8% Pop sales £l,915rn +2% figures are converted using the exchange rat £1= NLG3.086. Source: PolyGram. 

resuit of £60m restructuring costs. Sale of pop repertoire grew just 2% it ws revealed in the report, which covers th 12 months to December 31, 1.996 (se table). The which wi ational in Novei includes PolyGram's move Milton Keynes distribution centre in October, will leave the company leaner and more efficient, says Levy. PolyGram's 5% growth compares favourably with estimated global music industry expansion of just 3%, Levy says. But he adds, "Our figures are in line with expectations, but we are disap- rd because they ' ' ' ' 

PolyGram is capable of achieving." Levy says the performance of UK repertoire both domestically and inter- nationally was disappointing in 1996, a year which was hampered by changes in management including the repercus- sions of the Go! Dises' deal and the dis- tribution move. "We have also just started working on the Lighthouse Family in the US now, which we could have started earlier," he says. "And Beautifiil South are a mys- 
we might have expected [intemational- lyl, but that's not for the lack of trying." Levy believes British acts can begin to capitalise on the rebirth of US interest in pop. "I think the tide is turning and the American market is becoming a lot more 

Cardigans are showing," 1 thinkwe Intern od by tl music maricets, wmen saw a snuc away frora worldwide blockbusters and 
toire in 1996, Levy says. Despite the release of a number of superstar albums, none passed the 5m mark; The Cranberries' To The Faithful Departed sold 4.4m units, while Bryan Adams' ISTil I Die sold 3.9m. In 1996, PolyGram had 34 albums which sold more than 1m units - com- pared with just 16 in 1991 - of which eight were by local artists such as Germany's Andréa Bocelli, France's Florent Pagny, Hong Kong's Jacky Cheung and Brazil's E G Chan. Levy also revealed that Europe's first Motown Cafe is being planned for London by the end of the year. Advanced discussions have already been held to finalise a site in central London for the cafe, which follows the launch of the first sites in New York and Las Vegas over the past 18 months. Outlets are also planned in Orlando and the Far East, Levy adds. 

NEWSFILE 
Ad revenue in radio industry soars The radio industry was the fastest growing advertising médium last year according to a new Advertising Association survey which shows its ad incame hit a record high. Revenue for the year reached £309m according to the survey, up 15.5% on 1995 and giving il a 4.6% share of ail display advertising expenditure. The figures represent growth of £110m in the past two years. 
RA issues GWR with ownership warning The GWR Group has been instructed by the Radio Authority to ensure it adhères to the média ownership rules by April 7. The group is now over the 15% limit on radio ownership following its acquisition of Classic FM. In a separate move, GWR has appointed two non- executive directors to its board - Simon Duffy, currently finance director of GWR shareholder EMI, and Sir Peter Michael CBE, a former chairman of Classic FM. 
New AM frequency debate opened The Radio Authority is inviting comments on the uses of a new frequency, possibly for use as a national AM waveband. The authority published a consultation document about the use of 225KHz and is inviting views on the level of demand for a further national AM frequency. Submissions must reach the RA by March 31. 
Meekings promoted at PolyGram PolyGram TV managing director Brian Berg has promoted head of marketing Karen Meekings to director of marketing and repertoire. Meekings, 38, has been at PolyGram eight years and was formerly at EMI and CBS. 
Simon Tauber Contraryfo last week's Gina G talent feature, Simon Tauber-who co-wrote Ooh Aah...Just A Little Bit-also co-wrote FollowThe Light and HigherThan Love. He has a publishing deal with Massif/ Peer. 

leah 
andreone 

RCA'sNorth& South 
set for prime TV slot 

îe year after landing starring rolc 

gramme about a group of schoolghildren who forn bandl- Being screened from April, the sériés is produ< 

f a 

Lth BMG and will "By Initial Film & TV feature at least two songs per show. Massive's Tom Watkins and Sally Shires the act and RCA is planning a sériés of reler Joseph, RCA head of artist developme deal for the label. He says, "The televi enormous deal. There was a great in industry last year about coming up with a new televiî programme for artists and now wc've got one." BMG chairman John Preston says, "We are very ej ed about North & South and No Swcat. No one has re ^ 
Initial'and th^BBC hàvegot it right^nd NoTth^ Soù'th | by RCA at the end of April, halfway through No Sweafs run on BBC1. définitely have." ! The track is the first resuit of their collaboration with producers Rose Watkins, who also manages East 17, says Massive had ; ^ foster_ ^ have also worked with East 17. RCA's David Joseph already asseinbled the line-up of the group around lead . says ^ re|ease w|n he followed hy two lutlher singles ahead of vxîculisL'guiUirist Lee otlci" as part of a plan for a TV pro- gi-amme about a young bi 

North 8i Soulh's début single l'm A Man Not A Boy r 

ar. The band an though no détail: 
^ ^ ^ ► TRADEDELIVERIES HIT RECORD HIGH - p8 ► ► ► t> 

rf?' 
Début Single 
Out 3rd March 
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An unswerving self confidence 

drives the independentplugger 

a. PRand promotionscompany and some- time label, is not one to play down the 

It is a confidence - maybe arrogance 
plugger, of 24 years standing, to his peers in the promotion business. W- ■ 
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From 24 February 1997, 
companymajor. y 

the éditorial, sales and production office 
Ferris has since poached RCA director anybody meddling in his world. He of promotions Nick Godwyn and head of doesn't like people from record 3S£rkrrutmostof 

Miller Fr;7e:SatrGroup 
TV Nicki Chapman as joint directors. companies calling télévision 
rf^romo tions KUy Se^d to îe^d frealTout.^ ^ hate that'bUt ^ JUSt 

SIeIHIS. 
London^ Bridge 

London SE1 9UR 
Tel: 0171 620 3636 

plugger," he says "It's someone who believes in the artist andTe mush: and can enthuse naturally. We're not 



TRICKY Best Britlsh maie solo artist, Best British producer 
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High singles and albums sales 

lift'96 to record-breaking level 
BPIfiauresshowsinales uc 11% on lastvearwhile albums turnover hits 208m deliveries 

ALBUMS fourth quarter albums sales 
A slightly flat end to 1996 cannot take the shine off what proved to be another record breaking year for the record business, according to the BPl's trade dolivery figures, The facts outlined in the figures speak for themselves - album sales reached a record high of 20Sm deliveries, while single sales increased 

tr, dominated by three Spice 
number of chart-toppers - 25 in total - will go down as the fourth biggest for singles. Only 1978 (88.8m). 1979 (89.1m) and 1982 (78.6m) were better. The uplift in the singles market is the headline success of the figures. In the final quarter, sales were up by an astonishing 23.6% to 24.1m (value £35.7m.), a particularly impressive achievement given that last year's figure was the biggest of the Nineties. 
quite as exceptional for the year as a whole, but still reached double digits for the third year in succession. Deliveries for the year as a whole were up by 10.7% to 78.3m (£120.0m). There is no getting away from 
the albums market, though, For the first time since 1992, albums busine 
October and Deceraber actually fell slightly, compared with the same period in 1995, by 94,000 units to 79.0m (£384.3m). It is a dechne which BPI research director Peter Scaping describes as "statistically insignificant'. Besides which, it is a comparison with what 
year ago, when albums by Robson & Jerome, Oasis and Beautiful South pushed deliveries to 79.1m, For a clearer picture of the state of business, a look at the whole year is more enlightening. Here it emerges that the size of the business for the whole of 1996 reached 208.4m (f957.2m), up 6.2% on 1995 and the highest for any year on record. The previous best year was, in fact, 1995, when album deliveries hit a peak of 196.1m (£904.5m). The 10% and 6% rises year-on-year look particularly healthy in the context of figures unveiled by US industry association RIAA last Thursday, which show that the total number of units 

SZ)in S' 2-2% 
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TOTAL UNITS = 79.flm 

TOTAL VALUE = £384.3m 
SINGLES 

TOTAL UNITS = 24.1 

TOTAL VALUE = £35,7m 
ALBUMS: ANNUAL FIGURES SINCE 1973 SINGLES: ANNUAL FIGURES SINCE 1973 

THE BRI DELIVERIES SURVEY The BPl's trade deliveries survey, which has been compiled since 1373, is the longest-standing measure of the UK The poil doesnotcouer 
Sixteenleading distributors sopply their data to an independent consultancy which then passes on the audited figures to the BPI without identifying spécifie companies. BPI research director Peter Scaping estimâtes that the returns usually account for about 95% of the total market to compensate for the unavailable 

.quarterlyCINdataisused. o général belief, the survey also tsandproduct which is returned by retailers. Consignments deliuered for export are also excluded from the survey, although Scaping concédés that t exports may slip through. 
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From TheUK'à Moét Succesâfïul Group 
eV€R! 

il Top 15 Singles & The Best Is Still To Corne... 

Don't.Vou Love Me 

m 

The New Single-Out Next Week 

TV's alreadycontirmed: The National Lottery, The Box, 
GMTV, The 0 Zone,Live & Kicking, Seratchy & Co. 

Available en 2 CD's & Cassette 
CD1 includes 2 brand new tracks 

CD2 includes mixes front Blacksmith, Ronnie Size, 
Mark Picchiotti & Tony De Vit 

See Stemal on their Spring '97 Tour 
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STEVE LAMACQ UIM A&n 
Everything's a blurthis week, and net just because of this on-going conjunctivitis which means 1 can now only eue up records with one eye shut. The blurred week started at the Astoria, with Blurthemselves playing a 'low- key' gig - which was anything but Tow key'. My first memory of them was when they played as Seymour atthe Oval Cricketers and thinking that guitarist Graham Coxon's stripy top was a bit snazzy. Damon used to throw himself around so much that the other members of the band probably came off stage bruised to the bone. Ail this - and a demo of She's So High - and it was quite promising. I remember a couple of majors floating around asking for tapes, but Food had the bottle and the developmentdeal... I imagine when the 

officiai Blur book is written we'll find out ail sorts of behind-the-scenes A&R stories, but I still like the story-true or not-that one of the conditions of their contra et was that drummer Dave Rowntree promised to stop wearing pyjama bottoms on stage... There are no such clothing restrictions, though, for Mansun. l'm often accused of being too harsh about the majors, so 1 suppose I should pass on Paul Draper's comments, in a Radio 1 interview, that Parlophone, showing ultimate confidence in them, have letthem do as they please, resulting in the boid sound of their Attack Of The Grey Lantern LP. In fact, the only faultthey could find with their A&R man was that he could do with some newjumpers... Meanwhile, back in Blur land, what effect will the band's new more 

expérimental album, have on other groups? Strangely, as the foursome move away from Country House and Charmless Man, there may be more space to manoeuvre for the likes of Blur- influenced bands like nascent major label signings the V-Necks... Even my memory's blurred this week, so 1 can't remember whether Tve mentioned taies of Brighton teenagers Tampasm joining Mercury, or the factthatJolt-the band Tampasm toured with recently, and who feature ex-Senseless Thing Mark Keds-are apparentlysticking with their own Scared OfGirls label forthe releaseofa mini-LP... Hopefully everything will be clearer nextweek... 
MUSICWEEK 22 FEBRUARY1997 



MUSIC MARKETS COVERED IN THE MBI WORLD REPORT 1997: 
Western Europe Ausfria Belgium 

North America Canada United States 
Latin America Argentina Bolivie Brazil 

Africa/Middle East Egypt Israël Nigeria Saudi Arabie South Africa Turkey 

The MBI World Report 1997 is availabie from Miller Freeman Entertainment priced UKÊ495/ US $795. 
To ORDER YOUR copy, call Steve Chapman on Tel: 44 (0)171 921 5937 Fax: 44 (0)171 921 5984 
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COUNTDOWN TO THE 1997 SHOW 

Look Back In Angerby Oasis,' Wannabe by Spice Girls, Firestarter by 
BornSIippymdM" c St cet 

whi^Babvbird VYou're 

Apollo 440's entry into the Top 10 week with Ain't Talkin' About Du 

which just raissed the Top 20 last year, their appearance on Top Of The Pops 

APOLLO 440 

m 

■ed, Happy Mondays and particular have kept faith in them. uff, so we've been in the studio Coldout. It will undoubtedly" go down Theyre very bright people, they're nol 
sSSŒSÏ SsrHtrr 
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with its strong hooks and emph guitar riffs, suggests Smaller ai 
collections. □□□ DEUS; Roses (Island CID645). The Belgian act's stylish brand of intelligent rock 
but. like the last single Little Arithmetic, this is of just too high a qualîty to overlook. □ 0&--' WET WET WET: If I Never See You Again. (Mercury JWICD29). String-drenched balladry canying Lyle & Britten songwriting crédits add up to a typically lush Wets outing as the band approach 10 years of chart success. □ DO AMBER: Colour Of love (Tommy Boy TBCD77481. What promises ta be jaunty 
enjoyingTo^MUS succes^'sadly, rather foi-mulaic Euro-pop from the Dutch-born singer, □ □ H KELLY: I Bclieue I Can Fly (Jive JiveCDUS). A smoochy gospel-tinged ballad 

ETERNAU DISPUYING A MORE MATURE SOUND criticaUy-hot Welshman. Sound? like il 
woke up 20 years later. □ D □ PREGNANT: Mood Master (Swarf Finger Records SF012CD). Not destined for 

fror te fort: de US and should ignite here.Dliâl".h KERBDOG: Mexican Wave (Fontana 5741031 Chugging rifis, low-1 

established a 
tck-pop songs and So Tough continues the line. Mélodie, great chorus and a perfect radio record, it just need more exposure. O □ □ □ LIVE:Lakini'sJuice (Radioactive RAR5P3896I. Dirty guitar and sludgy beats demonstrate a wilfully heavy sound leavened by strings for the first single from the fortheoming album Secret Samadhi. It's guaranteed to be huge in their native US but the UK is not likely to be so keen. Qpiii' * i- GORKYS ZYGOTIC MYNCt: Diamond Dew (Fontana GZMCJ2). Another dose of inventive, drearoy progpop from the 

io playjx ^ ^ 
the Evening Session. File under alternative. □ □ □ THE FRANK & WALTERS: Colours (Setanta SETCDR051). The Cork band show they mean business with this sophistically charraing single which, thanks to its twangy guitars and catchy chorus, cannot fail to appeal. □ □ BIS: Sweet Shop Avengers (Wiiija WIJ 67CD). More shouty kinderpop from the Scottish trio. Formerly the Next Big Thing, the/re beginning to sound like a one-trick pony, O □ 

Wonder (Polydor er faultless ballad from the million-selling A Différent Beat. A? they've already proved, this type of songwriting maturity has an appeal whfch stretches beyond their original young audience. □ □ □ □ 

superb acoustic version of The Day Caught The Train, reveals how mu 
Sixties Midland bands such as The Race and The Move, □□□□ 
This second solo album from NashviUe's latest Grammy-nominated songwriting sensation has enough edge and émotion to live up to its name, but breaks little new ground. □ □ □ APOLLO 440: Electre Glide In Bine (Stealth Sonic/Epic 55X2440CD). Fresh fr Top 10 single s js, the re 

mélodies, this sterling effort from The Candyskins is simply a delight from start to finish. Pure, classic pop rarely gets better than this. □□□□□ 0KUMBA ZOO: Wakc Up and Dream (Arisla 07822189312). These ultimately lightweight So uth African glam ecowarriors sound like Opus III fronted by the Cocteau Twins' Liz Fraser in Sacred Spirit mode. □ Q 

i with their second: features the last work of Billy Mackenzie among the full-on electro rave tracks-DDClD ir Zéro (Création CREDC192). The self-styled "new urban Beach Boys" deliver an album that lives up to the expectation aroused by three singles so far. □□□□ SHUDDER TO THINK: 50,000 BC (Epie 485938). On their début Epie album the trio play a weird mix of pompy, indie punk rock married to a singer who sounds like a breastbeating Marti Pellow. Difficult to see the appeal. □ □ SILVERSTATE: Gondwarain (Prestige CDSGP0138). This composer and musician Works with ethnie ambient dance rhythms to create a Sacred Spirit-style outing. □ ÛD ADRIANA EVANS: Adriana Evans (PMP/Loud/RCA 07863653582). This San Franciscan singeFs début competently mixes R&B, hip hop and - most prominently - jazz into a smooth brew which, in feel, is more Ronnie Jordan than Young Disciples. Should interest the Rebirth Of Cool contingent □ CJ® 

ADRIANA EVANS: A SMOOTH BREW LEAH ANDREONE: Veiied (RCA 07863668972). Alanis-style rocky musings from this 23-year-old San Diego singer- songwriter. A little more shrill and a little more lyrically challenged than the former, but she may attract fans. □ □□ . | THE KINKS: To Tire Bone (EM1PRDDCD3). Live recordings of 27 classic Kinks tracks, ranging from acoustic versions to a bigger studio-style sound. Great, but audience participation can get a bit much.DDO OST: Romeo & Juliet (Capitol/EMI 8377150). Already huge in the US, this Nellee Hooper-compiled album features tracks from Radiohead, Garbage and The Cardigans, as well as some previously unreleased tracks from Des'Ree, Everclear and others. DDDO NICK CAVE AND THE BAD SEEDS: The Bootmans Call (Mute CDSTUMM142). Cave follows up the Murder Ballads album with some downbeat "love songs" of an intimate nature. Fans won't be disappointed with this 12-song set for which the recent single Into My Arms set-s the tone. DdDCiO 

Chas de Whalley. Catherine Eade, Duncan Holland, Mike Pattenden, Selina Webband Paul Williams. 

ALAN JONES TALKING MUSIC 
Fugees are backwith two prospective hits. On Columbia, their remake of Teena Marie's Oh La La La - customised as Fu-Gee-La - is one of their more inventive covers. Itactuailytakes very little from Marie's single, and is a great deal more innovative than their cover-by- numbers version of No Woman No Cry. It's not natural radio fodder, however, and may struggle againstthe more obvious charms of Rumble InThe Jungle, their contribution to the When We Were Kings soundtrack. Performed over a sample from /Ma^NameOfThe Game, with assistance from ATribe Called Ouest, Busta Rhymes and Forte, it is a vehicle for' some cool hip-hop...Aftertheirclassyretread of the Salsoul Orchestra'sRunawav. Nuyorican Soul's self-titled album is a bit of a surprisOluyorican Soul are a vehicle for the 

very contemporary dance producers/mixers MastersAtWork. But what they have put together here only occasionally nods in the direction of modem club culture. Instead, what they serve up is an extremely palatable sélection of jazz and latin influenced material... It's more than six years since After Seven had their first and only hit, and even then only a small one, with the infectious Can't Stop. Boasting two brothers of Babyface in their line-up, they may be about to stage a comeback, however, as they have recorded a superb version of blue-eyed soulsters Daryl Hall & John Gates' Sara Smile. Produced (natch) by 'face, it is smooth and soulful, defming the "quiet storm" format which'is so popular in America. Ifs a fairly faithful cover, though with harmonies ladled-on and some 

_ 
cool ad-libbing as it headsforthe outro...Delivering their third consécutive hit with their third consécutive excellent single, Damage continue to sound more American than most American R&B acts.Their new single Love Guaranteed is actually an American song, and their splendid interpretationTsfifTswarm, swing-inflected and a definite hit...Ant & Dec are no longer a formulaic boy band. Their recent singles have shown a willingness to experiment, and their latest- Shout- is no exception. Starting with a languid bassline based on Walk On The Wild Side, it also includes more yowling guitar as the whole record is taken at a very slow pace, with Ant & Dec contributing fine vocals. 
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IN JANUARY 1995 THE FUTURE ALLIANCE OF COMMUNICATION TECKNOLOGY WAS LAUNCHED REVOLUTIONISINGTHE 

DJ MIX ALBUM CONCEPT. TWO YEARS ON CARL COX AND FACT RETURN WITH THE ORIGINAL AND BEST OF ITS K1ND. 

I FEATURING COXY'S 35 PERSONALLY CHOSFN 



OFFICIAL UK CHARTS 
predicLed here 

passing parade, as Don't Speak is selling so strongly. It sold 195,00.0 copies last week. It has already been number one throughout most of Europe and is currently number one in HoIIand, Denmark, Norway and 
where it hasn't charted 15 Amenca, lhat's a technicality as il simply bas been released there yet. It has been number one record on airplay in the for 10 weeks though, propelling sali their introductory album Tragic Kingdom past 6m. Bizarrely for a g from America, Don't Speak was 
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Introducing HIT BAR 2 
A counter mounted two dise listening station 
The latest addition to the HIT Sériés 

• Improves sales 
• Proven reliability 
• In-store accessibilily 

Designed in response to retail Feedback, offering a high degree of customer service with minimal staff involvement. 
A saies solution developed by Lift to strenghten your compétitive edge. 
To place an order or for more information call 01296 615151 or Fax 01296 612865 



fvw TOP 75 SINGLES cm 

| | | Artbt {Produceri Publisher (Writer) Label CD/Cas. (Disert S Ë é Artfst (Produceri Publisher (Writerl 
Label CD/Cass (Distrib^r) 

_ ôôëttétTÎpôcDCOOL326/-/-/12COOL326(E) 
si|r 

ïj DONT SPEAK InterscopeINDSSSWINC95515IBMG] J NoDoubl(VVilderlWC/MCA(StafanilStefani) INSP9S51SI- M m 
39 32 tIMËSWM Newton inNtlv'Gnrdonl SonyATV/EMl (rto^WI IF1 

2 El | 1 SHOTTHE SHERIFF OefJamWercuivDEfCDSI/DEFMCSKF) 40 E m NO CHEAP THRILL U ■:„™nmVBga(Fraom)WCIVega)      
3 2 6 WHERE DO YOU GO AriSa7432I401502/7432I40I504|BMG| 41 E m, HYBRID « Est Stalic (Eot Stabc) Ultimate (Pepler/H 

PlanetDogBARKKdCDMP) 
4 E J THE DAY WE F1ND LOVE wrginVSCDGisiwscisisiEi ■911 (Konnedy/Lcver/Percy) Sony ATV/WC (Kennedy/Boulding) •/■ 42 23 4 BEETLEBUM Blur (Street) EMI lAlbam/Coxon/Jamesj Food/Parloplione CD|:ou

FgQp 
iljtî6 7 DONT LET GO (LOVE) O EastWestA3976CD/A3976C/-/A3976T|W) 43 2< 2INFERNO nderboy WBOYD 003AA/B0YC 003/-/WBOY «B (F) , j | | 1 11 1 | L u ' in i i i 

6 1 2 DISCOTHEQUE O IslandCID649/CIS649|F) i iricmlB , HifUZR ih M, 1 > -/. 44 '3 2bankrobber )c „ , Mot,,erMUMÏÏM85;: Audioweb (Bacon/Quarmby) Nineden/EMI (Strummer/Jones)       
7 SE 3 DA FUNK/FWUSIQUE Soma/VirginVSCDT1625/VSC1625{E) 45 E ■ggg "■"SBl 
S ES 1 LET [VIE CLEAR MY THROAT AmericanRecordings74321452092^4321452094(BMG) ■ DJ Kocl (DJ KooI/SX/Derby) WC/Windswept Pac"ific4(ool/CLR |0J Kool/Fresh/Markie) •/74321452091 46 E ™ NATIVE NEW YORKER ManlfestoFESCD 18/FEbMb 18(F) "■ BlackboxfDavoIi/limoni) Campbell Connellv/EMI (Linzer/Randell)    
9 ES 1 SHE'S A STAR FontanaJIMCDlBMF) 47 " 2 ON A RAGGA TIP '97 SL2 (Slipmatl/Linie) We tb ty/Moman XL Recordings XLSR 29CD/XLCR 29 (W) im (Slipmatl/Ume) ■'XLRZ3 

10' , REMEMBERJVIE^^ ^ Phane CDP1baRM VCAPHARM l^TRC/BMGj 48 E m LAST DAY ^ Silver Sun (Godrich/Silver Sun) EMI (Brr Rolydor 5732432/57^4
4
2^ 

11 ' 3 AIN'T NOBODY Geffen GFSTD 22195/GFSC 22195|BMGi 49 33 3 RUNAWAY Talkin Loud TLCD 20/rLMC 20/-fKX 20 (F) îakmii/Vinrpnt Mnntana Jr/IMN IMontana/James/Gugliuzza) 
12 3 

2 CLEMENTINE RCA74321454382^4321454984IBMGI 50 « 14 BREATHE ★ The Prodiqy IHowlett) EMI/MCA IHowle XL Recordings XLS 80CD/XLC 80 (W) tt/SIcint/Maxim) -/XLT80S) 
13' 2 AIN'T TALKIN' 'BOUT DUB Steal1hSonicSSXCDX6/-|SM) 51 30 2 TELL ME Fourth & Broadway BRCD 342/BRCA 342 (El Rni Hill (Rrnwn/I nvpl Stan Rrnwn/niM/Allev Gadflv IBrown/Mvran/Cantralll -/I2BRW 342 
14 m j DARK CLOUDS guicoguts/cagutsiti/p) 52 E jjjFEELTHAVIBE Manifeste FESCD 16/FESMC16 (F) poli/Brown/Hall/Small) -/FESX16 
15" ' i VOUR WOMAN O ChrysalisCDCHS50527TCCHS5052(E) VVhàe Tovvn (Mishra) EMI/Peer/CC (Mishral -/ItCHS 5052 53 E mlNTO MYARMS c Nick Cave 8, The Bad Seeds ICave/Tba Mute CDMUTE192/-(RTM/DISC) Bad Seods/Flood) Mute (Cave/Cave) MUTE 192/- 
16 « < . SAY WHAT YOU WANT 0 MercU,vMERCD«0/MERMC480(FI Texas (Texas) EMI (McBhone/Spileri) -/■($> 54 40 5 RONY Epic 6641282/6641284 (SM) i Beach/Herhlicious (Lumpkin/MosIey/Garrett)-/6641286 
17 16 = , 1 FINALLY FOUND SOMEONE A&M5820832/5820834/-/-IF| Battra Steisand and Btvan Adams (Foslet) TSP/SonyATV/EnianueEomba/Badams (Various) 55 Ci s CHILD O * Mark Owon (Leckie/Leon) EMI/PolyGrar RCA 74321424422/74321424414 (BMG) 
18 12 ' , LET ME IN Epie6642052/6642050(SM) OTT (Harding/Cumow) Osmusic (Osmond/Osmond/Osmond) -/- 56 E m VOLCANO GIRLS « Veruca Sait (Rock) EMI (Gordon) OutpostOPRCO 22197/-(BMG) OPRS 22197/- 
19" ' jIBE^COMEI^* ^ ^ p T 1 VirginVSCDT1607/VSC1607|E) 57 E m ON THE ROSE ^ Tiger (Woodrufle/Tiger) EMI (Tiger) Trade 2/lsland TRDCD (M)8/- (F) TRDS008/- 
20 15 ' ; QUIT PLAYING GAMES (WITK MY HEART) OjiveJiVECD4»'jivEC4M(P) Backsbeet Boys (Martin/Lundinl Zomba (Martin/Drichlow) JIVEP 409/- 58 22 

2a.d.i.das. Kom (Robinson) WC/Jolene Cherry/Goa Epic 6642042/-(SM) thead? (Kom) -/6642040(10") 
21 ' , NOVOCAINE FOR THE SOUL DreamworksDRMCD 22174/DRMC22174(BMGi Eels (Everetl'Go'denberg) RondorAongitude/Windswept Pacific (Everett/Goldenberal DRMS 22174/- 59 E m LOVE IS BLUE ^ Edward Bail (Shaw) Création (Bail) Création CRESCD 244/CRECS 244 PMV/V) 
22 a 1 THAT TH1NG YOU DO! Play-Tone/Epic6640552/6640554(SM) 6640557/- 60 44 ,5 ONE & ONE® Robert Miles featuring Maria Nayler(Mi Deconstruction 74321427692/74321427694 (BMG) iles) EMI/Hit fit Run (Steinberg/Nowels/D'Ubaldo)-/-^ 
23 4 , BARREL OF A GUN Muta cdbong 25/- irtm/diso 61 23 jLITTLE wonder RCA 74321452072/- (BMG) o/Exploded View/Bug (Bowie/Gabrels/Plati) ■/74321452071 
24 » t DO YOU KNOW IstAvenue/RCA74321419282/74321419284(BMGi MichellG Gayle (Douglas) First Avenue/Jumbo Boom Boom/Ro.ndor (Gayle/Soloman) -/- 62 42 3 THE DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY'S MAN i:ood/PariophoneC0F00DS8a/-(Ei Supematurais (Smith) CC (McColl) FOOD 88/- 
25 26 j STEP BY STEP Ariaa 74321443332/74321449334 (BMG) Whitney Houston (Upsonl La Lennoxa/BMG (Lennox) -/- 63 E mSCOOBYDOO Dweeb (Waterman/JB) MCA (Dweab) Blanco Y Negro NEG 100CD/NEG100C (W) NEG 100/- 
26 9 , SHE MAKES MY NOSE BLEED ParlopboneC0R 6458/-(EI 64 E m STRATEGIC HAMLETS CheCHE67CD/-(SRD) M Urusei Yatsura (Allison) Sweet Sweet (Kemp/Yatsura) CHE 67/- 
27 23 , WALK ON BV Go.Beat G0DCD 159/G0DMC159 (F) Gabrielle (Boiferhouse Boys) Carlin (Bacharach/David) -/G0DX159S) 65 35 

2 SECOND NATURE Beclronic (Electronic) PolyGranVWC (M Parlophone CDR 6455/TCR 6455 (E) larr/Sumner) -/- 28 « , HEOONISM (JUSTBECAUSE YOU FEELGOOD) OnaiMBindiaaisiTPiCDraimciPi Skunk Anansie (Gggarth) Chrysalis (Skin/Arran) ./. 66 - 10 ALL BY MYSELF O Celine Dion (Poster) Island (Carmen/Rac Epie 6640622/6640624 (SM) hmaninoff) -/- 29 2' 1 PASSION FeverprtchCOFVR1015iïCFVR1015(E) Amenl UK (Liassi/Maslarson) 8MG/CC (Uassi/Maximen/Masletson/Masonl -/12FVR1015 67 22 
2 DAYS DF DUR LIVEZ Bone Thugs-N-Harmony (DJ U-Neek) Ruthless Attac ̂  ^ East West A 3982CD/A 3982C/-/A 3982T (W) 

30 27 , OLDER/I CANT MAKE YOU LOVE MEvirgi„vsCDGi626A/sci626(El George Michael (Michael) Dick LeahyrRondor (Michael.Reid/Shamblin) -/-^) 68 E 51 FEEL IT h ut hutcd 7swutc 79 (E) ** Naneh Cherry (Booga Bear/Johnny Dollar) EMI (Cherty/McVey/Sharp) -/- 31 " NANCY BOY 0evatorMusicFlOORCD4/-(V) Placebo (Vinalll Famous/BMG (Placebo) fLOOR 47- 69 3' 1° * BMG74321442182/74321442184(BMG) 
32 » PR0FESSI0NAL WIOOW (IT'S G0T TO BE BIG) 0 bamAsm/Amm Ton Amos (Amos) Sword & Stone (Amos) ./A 5450T 70 32 

5 COME BACK BRIGHTER Real (Orakoulias/Reen WC (Reef) Sony S2 6640972/6640974 (SM) 
33 33 ' UN-BREAK MY HEART ★ LaFac8/Arista7432r410632/7432t410634(BMG) Toni Braxlon (Fosteri EMI (Warrenl . ./j® 71 45 5GETUP (EVERYBODY) Manifesto FESCD ,3/FESMC 19(F) 
34 a MUM'S GONE TO ICELAND RoadninnerRR22853/RR22e54(l:) Bennot|Wateraian)floadster|Applin/Paer/Bennet/Moorey) RR 22857/- 72 4' 2 INVISIBLE Public Demand (Hom/Milchell) MCA/Pei rfoct (P bf D 85CD/ZAN6 85C (W, 

35 M 3 DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINAOwarnerBrosW0384CD/WI)384C(WI Madonna IWriqhl/Patker/Uoyd V/obbet/Caddick) E»ita/MCA IRicatoydXbbar) "■ 73 33 
2a FIRESTARTER • The Pi ad gy (Howletll EMI MCAbn'o qetlablBPi XL Recordings XLS 70CD/XLC 70/-/XLT 70 (W) 

36 a 
37 20 3 

EtemaVWEAWEA092CD/WEA092C(W) uorona iLnGcco/Soul Tram) WC (Boniempi/Gordon/Spagna/Glenister/Gaffey) -/WEA 092T 74 53 6 f Ef FEE jlOtO ON (THE B00TLEG MIXES) Arisla7432l4520l2/74321452B14(BMG1 TOXYGENE isiandnnfisyy-fFi The Orb (Tba Orbl CIllysalis/PolyGrBiiVPerfecl/Chalk IRaterson/Hugbes/Le Gonedecl -/ras'es^ 75 33 

mmxL 
2 LIFE'S TOO SHORT Manifesto FESCD 21/- (F) -/FESX 21 

Wishyouwerehere... 

Chaka Klian never miss the water 
Featuring Me'Shell NdegéocoUo 

Inoludes remixes by Frankie Knuokles and the original Ain't Nobody' 
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D 
Food/Pariophone FOODCD19 (E) 

Sony S2 4869402 (SM) 

MO 
11 
12 
13 C 

^14 " 
15 

M6 
17 

^ 18 « 
à 19 2: 

MO 
211 

^22 « 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 CE 
28 25 

29 2 

30 33 
31 
32 " 2 

33 32 

34 31 

35 » 
36 37 

37 ^ 
38 33 

39 
40 " 
HP6 

42 33 

43 41 

44133 
45 

  46" 
BACKSTREETBOYS® Ji™CHIPR169/HIPClB9/HIPRI69|P| A 55 1 RarlccVroof Rm/c IPnP/Martin/l.rnHIn/Bann/ûricTnmira/âlIsn/Wf Ico/Mnninof ■ * 

48^ 
49^, 
50" 

JAGGED LITTLE PILL *8 M3verick/Reprise9362«9012|W| A ^sl 52 : AlQmcMnricco«D/Mnri«artp/RallarHÏWR9dRPniaraR'MRqni1 ^ I 

ion 74321429742 (BMG) 7-1321429744/74321429741 52 « ' 
BRIGHTEN THE CORNERS ') A s; 7 50 ,29 DEFINITELY MAYBE *5 creata omvm I — 0 

KA « ,7 LE ROI EST MORT, VIVE LE ROI! O -/m-coviRtOfE) Enigma (Cretul MCVIR60/- 
Beck IDj tSfotliers/BecER GutGUTCD 1/GUTMC1/G CC 48 , THE PREACHER'S WIFE (0ST) «JHU 

. : SKï - j COMEHND VOURSEU 
sta 74321441252 (BMG) 

Chrysalis COCHR 6113 (E) 

RAZORBLADE SUITCASE intersc, 
Kû rnwSlSTERS OFAVALON OO Cyndi Laiipsr (Saunders/Laupa 

il A 62 - 

NUDE6MC/NJDE6LP DGENERATION* C/I F XLXLCDIWLMCIWaPIUIWI ys 1- ■ THE COLOUR OF MY LOVE *5 
A 65 5! 

Elevator Music CDFLOOR 2 (V) ï MCFL00R 2/LPFLOOR 2 i ? a67» ,3 CROCODILE SHOES II ast West 0630169352 (W) 
East West 9031752842 (W) WX 427C/WX 427 

,3 TRAVELLING WITHOUTMOVING *2 Sony S24839999(SM) Jamiroquaî (Kay/Stone/M Beat) 4839994/4839991 ,4 GABRIELLE ★ Go.Beat8287242(F) Gabrielle (The Boilerhouse Boys)   
A 69 7 

1 A70 ^ Parlophone CDP 7814092 (E) 
I5 IFWEFALL1NL0VET0NIGHT* WarnerBros93624M672(W) } a 71 7 „ GOLD - GREATEST HITS *3 

731 ■ THE BEST OF VAN MOBRISON® 
î9 EVERYTH1NG MUST GO * 74 3' 

TOP COMPILATIONS 
„ „ Title Labal/CD (Distribulor) i£ 1 É Artist CassMnyl i n 14 ,s HEARTBEAT - NUMBER1 LOVE SONGS OF '605 * H ^ RCA/Global Télévision RADCD46/RAOMC 46/-(BMG) 
   11 ,, n NOW THAT'S WHATI CALL MUSIC! 35 *5 1 1 EMI/Virgin/PotyGramCDNOW35/TCNOW35/NÛW35{E) 
H h ,4 THE ANNUAL II - PETE TONG & BOY GEORGE ★ 1 1 Minislry Of Sound ANNCD 95/ANNMC 36/- (3MV/SM) 19 l2 3 SLOW JAMS ! £■ PumpOINCD 129/D1NMC 129/-|P| 

O 5 2SIMPLY THE BEST LOVE SONGS O £■ warnar.esp 9548351122/9548351124/-(W) 19 7 4 WIRED O « J PolyGram TV 5532572/5532574/- (F) 
9 4 , AMOUR-THE ULTIMATE LOVE COLLECTION O PolyGram TV 6533322/5533324/-|F| 1 /i ,3 2 BEST OF AGIO JAZZ - VOLUME 2 Gfobal/PolyGram TV RAOCD 52/RADMC 52/- (BMG) 
A , 3 IN THE MIX 97 • H Virgin VTDCDlie/VTDMC 116/-(El 1 C ,5 4 ABSOLUTE GOLD 8 J SonyTV SONYTV 22CD/S0NYTV 22MC/- (SM) 

16 
F l,o ,, THE ALL TIME GREATEST LOVE SONGS...® — ml, l 1 " 1CD/S0NYTV2IMC/-ISM) 

y 6 a CRUSHO 
17 E2JT 
18- 

O 3 6 THE NO 1 MOTOWN ALBUM • PoMSramTV5307H2(F) 0 _   5307644/- Il Q NEW THE MOTHER OF ALL SWING MIX ALBUMS ^ 1 1 Telstar TCD 2890/STAC 2890/- (BMG) 
19 1 

20 
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AIRPLAY PROFILE 

STATION OF THE WEEK 

F 
Uvv 

^105 

get back on îts feet for the launch date of February 14, and duly began broadcasbng last Friday across Leeds, Bradford, Sheffield, Kingston-Upon- Hull and Yorkshire. Station director Mike Gray says, "Itwas very upsetting but people were great Chrysalis radio lent us some equipment and we made sure we stuckto our original plan." la FazeFM Radio/ include UKRD, Enterprise Radio, Broadcast and 3i. The Kiss logo i under licence front Kiss FM Radio Ltd. Also targetting the 15 to 24 market, like ils sisters in London and Manchester, Kiss 105 now bas a combinedTSAofaboutl6m.lt! of a playlisted commercially-orientated daytime schedule and specialist dance shows in the evening, foilows that used by Kiss 100 and 102. Each evening will see a specialist DJ playing tracks from a différent dance music genre. Gray says Radio One is a key competitor, but ha feels confident Kiss 105 can take many of the station's younger listeners. "In the markets where Kiss bas a station, Radio One's 15 to 24 audience is almost half what it 

DaFunk Daft Punk (Virgin) 2 Let Me Clear My Throat DJCool (American) 3 Encore Une Fois Sa 4HandlnHan 5 EVA Jean Jacques Perrey 6 Funk Phenomena Armand Van Helden 7 Remember Me Blue Boy IPhannl 8 Nolhing Is Forever Ullracynic SBeloreToday Eveiylhing But The Girl (Virgin) 10 Sumthin Sumthin Maxwell IColumbia) 

245,000 for the last quarter of 1996. Actively challenging Pete Tong's Essential Sélection on Radio One, thi Friday night dance show hosted by Judge Jules between 7-10ptn will be 
simulcastwill be Cari Cox's Saturday night raix show and the Chris Fortes R&Bcharton Sunday. Gray says the station will mean 

TRACKOFTHE WEEK TEXAS: SAY WHAT YOU WANT (MERCURY) Eight years since their last single hit the Top 10, Texas made a successful return with Say What You Want, their 

second week, before dropping slowly 6-8-13. It had an even longer life in the airplay chart, with 10 weeks in the Top 50 so far. It has reached more than 73ra listeners during its spell at the top of the airplay chart, peaking at 1,870 plays a week. Still getting an extremely high 1,800 plus plays a week, the track looks setto become one of the biggest airplay hits of 1997. Radio One's ex-breakfast DJ Chris Evans was a heavy supporter of the track, so itwas no surprise to see a slight drop in plays the week after he 
on the track anyway and was still spinning it around 27 times a week three weeks after it slipped down the chart tonumber eight 

the most played song on ILR for three weeks, winning 50-plus plays per week from, among others, City FM and Capital FM, while Power, Clyde and 2CR-FM also proved loyal supporters. City FM head of music Adam Woodgate says the track proved an incredibly popular choice. "We added it before Christmas and ifs been on our A-listforthe pastfew weeks," he says. "It was a favourite of one in four of our audience, (fil probably last quite some time on the airwaves." Catherine Eade 

20 

BLEED ^C'biin (Pa 
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A music control 
i il îl Tille Artist Label Z ai*™ 

Kl 
SAY WHAT YOU WANT Texas Mercury 1773 -5 69.03 -4 

2 3 10 6 DO YOU KNOW Michelle Gayle Ist Avenue/RCA 1369 +2 55.36 A 3 " n s DONT SPEAK No Doubt MCA 1381 +31 54.46 +46 A 4 s 3 » DONT LET GO (LOVE) En Vogue East West America 1455 +3 54.09 +4 5 3 3 3 YOUR WOMAN White Town Chrysalis 1205 -22 51.64 -10 A 6 m 30 s DISCOTHEQUE U2 Island 838 +45 50.20 +29 A 7 8 .3 S WHEREDO YOUGO No Mercy Arista 1556 +10 42.99 +9 8 i < e WALK ON BY Gabrielle Go Beat 1401 +3 42.64 -29 A 9 .6 31 < CLEMENTINE Mark Owen RCA 1125 +34 42.18 +29 A 10 li 33 < SHE'S A STAR James Fontana/Mercury 764 +38 38.93 +12 1 1 3 37 » AINT NOBODY LL Cool J Geffen 701 +12 38.88 -3 A 12 32 33 S REMEMBERME Blue Boy Pharm 471 +62 33.76 | +33 

A 13 ,« . HUSH 
 BIGGESTINCREASE IN PLAYS  — BIGGEST INCREASE IN AUDIENCE — Kula Shaker Columbia 214 +312 H 30.92 ^ +558 14 9 8 STEP BY STEP Whitney Houston Arista 1027 -7 30.90 -28 A 15 3» 80 3 NOVOCAINE FOR THE SOUL Eels Dreamworks 404 +99 30.02 +45 16 13 8 ,0 SUGAR COATEDICEBERG Lightning Seeds Epie 1025 -6 29.15 -21 A 17 3. 91 8 1 SHOTTHE SHERIFF Warren G Det Jam 394 +30 28.24 +38 18 17 17 5 QUIT PLAY1NG GAMES (WITH MY HEARTI Backstreet Boys Jive 844 -13 27.83 -12 19 13 9 71 2 BECOME1 Spice Girls Virgin 821 -20 27.32 -29 20 18 3. 3 RUNAWAY Nuyorican Soul Talkin' Loud/Mercury 449 +10 26.88 -6 

▲ 21 » 38 3 AINTTALKIN' BOUT DUB  HIGHEST CLIMBER  Apollo FourForty Stealth Sonic/Epic 200 +79 26.14 +55 22 31 18 19 UNBREAK MY HEART Toni Braxton Laface/Arista 872 -8 25.53 -1 23 1. 33 G DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY'S MAN Supernaturals Food/Parlophone 466 n/c 24.83 -41 A 24 33 99 3 ENCORE UNE FOIS Sash! Multiply 156 +6 22.91 +13 ▲ 25 83 79 SHE MAKES MY NOSE BLEED Mansun Parlophone 190 +135 22.84 +115 26 33 7 9 DONT CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA Madonna Warner Bros 671 -29 22.61 -9 A 27 39 3, 8 PROFESSIONAL WID0W (ITS GOT TO BE BIG| Tori Amos East West 238 -42 22.26 +6 28 8 6 6 BEETLEBUM Blur Food/Parlophone 591 -44 22.14 -83 29 30 ,2 7 SATURDAY NIGHT Suede Nude 325 -58 21.08 -23 30 38 .9 S HEDONISM (JUST BECAUSE YOU FEEL GOOD) Skunk Anansie One Little Indian 758 +23 20.56 -15 31 37 38 5 NANCY BOY Placebo Hut/Virgin 53 -126 20.25 -9 A 32 9, 87 3 DARK CLOUDS Space Gut 350 +42 19.39 +8 ▲ 33 .93 850 MAMA Spice Girls Virgin 220 +98 18.82 +552 34 2. 15 12 DONT MARRYHER Beautiful South Gol Dises 838 -13 18.67 -29 35 28 35 17 ONE & ONE Robert Miles Featuring Maria Nayler Deconstruction 695 -6 18.47 -15 A 36 9. .7 3 INFERNO Souvlaki Wonderbox 92 +21 18.39 +12 
37 38 59 3 PASSION Amen! UK Feverpitch 147 -10 17.99 -5 38 38 36 12 LOVING EVERY MINUTE Lighthouse Family Wild Card/Polydor 848 +1 17.64 -11 ▲ 39 73 88 1 BARRELOFAGUN Depeche Mode Mute 116 +147 17.05 +88 

A 40 57 87 1 DONT YOU LOVE ME? Eternal Ist Avenue/EMI 616 +48 16.69 +40- ▲ 41 79 67 1 READYTO GO Republica Deconstruction 217 +34 16.22 +96 
42 38 68 3 TOXYGENE Orb Island 113 -20 15.77 -23 
43 ,8 .9 GET UP (EVERYBODYI Byron Stingily Manifesto/Mercury 196 -36 15.36 -78 
44 36 <5 5 LITTLE WONDER David Bowie RCA 192 -28 15.34 -48 
45 39 33 9 OVER AND OVER Puff Johnson Columbia 277 -66 14.68 -36 ▲ 46 71 61 DAY WE FIND LOVE 911 Ginga/Virgin 408 +66 14.58 +60 
47 90 51 2 BANKROBBER Audioweb Mother 47 +2 14.50 -25 
48 « 90 .6 EVERYDAY IS A WINDING ROAD Sheryl Crow A&M 369 -13 14.33 -9 

A 49 58 131 1 WATERLOO SUNSET Cathy Dennis Polydor 210 +15 13.82 +19 
50 81 97 1 FINALLY FOUND SOMEONE Barbra Streisand & Bryan Adams A&M 431 +11 13.71 -4 

, galheied fitmi QOOO ai Surday 9 febniary 1996 unlil 24.00 on Saturday !E Audienceincraas. A Audi.eee 
TOP 10 GROWERS TOP 10 MOST ADDED 

1 DONT SPEAK No Doubt IMCA) 1381 329 1 WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM ME? Monaco (Polydor) 26 21 13 2 CLEMENTINE Mark Owen IRCA1 1125 284 2 DONT GIVE ME AWAYJai (Wired) 14 13 12 3 DISCOTHEQUE U2 (Island) 838 260 3 COMEAROUNDMuttonBirds (Virgin) 34 18 9 4 SHE'S A STAR James (Fontana/MercurYl 764 210 4 1SNTIT A WONDER Boyzone (Polydor) 26 9 i 9 
5 NOVOCAINE FOR THE SOUL Eels (Dreamworks) 404 201 5 IF 1 HADNT GOT YOU Chris Braide (Anxious) 16 10 1 9 
6 DONT YOU LOVE ME? Eternal llst Avenue/EMI) 616 199 6 DONT SAY YOUR LOVE 1S KILL1NG Erasure (Mute) 13 8 R 7 REAL THING Lisa StansSeld (Arista) 269 185 7 REAL THING Usa Stansfield (Arista) 28 15 6 8 REMEMBERME Blue Boy (Pharm) 471 180 8 FOUND YOU Dodgy (A&M) 22 13 . 6 9 HUSH Kula Shaker (Columbia) 214 162 9 SHOUT Ant & Dec (Telstar) 18 6 6 10 DAY WE FIND LOVE 911 (Ginga/Virgin) © Music Control UK, Chan shows tracks boasbng greaiesl increase in the number of plays 408 162 10 HUSH Kula Shaker (Columbia) 33 ® Music Control UK. Chart shows tracks boasling greaiesl number of station adds (add delined as (oui or me le] 5 
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mixed fortunes ; 
22 FEBRUARY 1997 

n, Kiss 105, was «i/a laurctied in Yorkshire tor kiss as background of conflicting fortunes for its two sister stations in the latest round of Rajar figures. Kiss 100 in London saw a 123,000 drop in its audience compared with the previous analysis period, taking it to 817,000. Meanwhile, Kiss 102 in Manchester saw a big increase in its listeners - up by a whopping 35% to 250,000. Kiss 100 director of programming Lorna Clarke says the station is asking Rajar to investigate 

105 launches 
in yorkshire 

certain parts of the data, adding that the figures must be looked at in a wider confext. "Virtually everyone in London went down, it wasn't jusf us. However, I don't want to rubbish these figures. They're just something that for the moment we're going to have to live with," she says. Kiss lOO's managing director Guy Hornsby, meanwhile, was understandably buoyant. "Kiss 102 is what young Manchester wants to listen to. Our policy of breaking new music and encouraglng young talent makes for the most innovative radio in the city," he says, pointing out that over the same period Radio One lost 100,000 pairs of Mancunian ears. The Manchester figures gave a big boost to the launch of Kiss 105, which went on air on St Valentine's Day. The station's format will follow the formula used by the two exisiting Kiss 

RM cm exclusively reveal that Jamiroquai are taking Iheirwell-publicised car obsession to the limit by providing the theme music for ITV's new Formula One racing programme. Last Thursday saw the group make a live appearance at ahuge partyfor the McLaren Formula One team al fllexandra Palace, where the i 

stations of a playlisted commercially-orientated daytime schedule followed by specialist dance shows in the evening. The Kiss 105 DJs range from ILR vétérans and ex-pirate presenters to Emmerdale Farm actor Paul Loughran. The breakfast show will be presented by Bam Bam & Jo Jo, the latter's previous employment being with the notorious Leeds Trannies With Attitude. Specialist DJs, meanwhile, will include Tim Sheridan, L Double. Tony Walker, Ralph & Huggy and Rob Tissera. And as reported in RM, some shows will be broadcast slmultaneously across ail three Kiss stations. "It's great that we can now offer the dance scene in Yorkshire a schedule of shows that brings world-renowned DJs together with local talent," says Tim Sheridan, 105's specialist music producer. 

d. This ' followed by a frlp to the recording studio overthe weekend to finish the theme music. A Jamiroquai spokesman says, "It's possible the trackwill be picked up for use by Formula programmes outside the UK. At Ibis stage, we don't really when and if the track is going to be commercially available." Meanwhile, Jamiroquai fans will be ableto buy the group's newest single. 'Alright', (which we've reviewed thi week) on March 24. 

[St] SEVEN DAYS IN DANCE: CARL COX of Ultimatum reveals what caught his eyes and ears this week 
[3J RADIO; the top 40 Dance Airplay countdown; PETE TDNG's playlist 
Q&A: ROB PLAYFORD of Moving Shadow talks to Tony Farsides 

[S] JOCKONHIS BOX: JEREMY HEALEY picks his favourite 10 tunes 
[«--■ -■ ] HOTVINYL: ail the tunes of the week, the latest reviews and DJ Tips 

4 more the new single from 

de la saut 
ff(3(BGmr?8D0g sUjœœcs 

' includes exclusive bonus track "sweet dreams" 
out 24th February 
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a new 
look 

Welcome lo the new- 

inlroducing a heap o( 
ipe will proue as popular as our established ones. Our regular Club, Pop Tip (re-christened the Pop Chart) and Cool Culs charls bave now been joined by the Urban Chart, which takes into account the tact lhat as dance music bas become more tragmented, the Club Chart bas become increasingly dominated by house. fis a resuit, many records thaï are hreaking loto the charts via more r&b and rap orientated DJs/ clubs are getting missed. The Urban Chart will be compiled like the othertwo charts from DJ relurns. The other key area for promoting dance music is radio and RMm\\ now he providing the most comptehensive coverage et the dance radio world every week. The linchpin of this coverage will be a Dance flirplay Chart compiled by tracking data (rom  dance stations. In addition, we will be idividual Top 10 from a specialist  jach week and we'll also be publishing playlist for Pele Tong's highly-inlluential Radio One show The Essential Sélection. Industry ligures of ail shapes and sizes will be focused on in our Q&fl interview and the 7 Days In Dance slol. Shop Focus bas been replaced by The Shop 10, which will reveal what records are flying ou the door ol a dillerent record shop each week, while Label Focus will give readers détails about up-and- coming labels. And lots, lots more... 

[7 DAYS IN DANCE] 
-^Frerinïïiïïitr 

•■I got back to thje UK from Germany last ThJf f^J   'FACT 2' compilation album. On Thursday mgnts ru y .s basica||y a muS|C C|ut) club at the Velvet (tnderground, on Charing Cross Koa , th . e we|| known or not | for music geo^le featuring some of the world s est DJ , whether t^y^ We,d been Last week we had LAURENT GARNIER as sPecia'9"e but he rl]ns his own club in Paris trying to get him to play at the club smce it started Jf 9 , set he p|aye(j reaiiy inspiring. 1 on Thursdays so it has taken a while. I personally fou _ or on| | can| gn ■ Laurent took people through musical realms and la"dscap^ 1 THE ENDi London for the Friday I was at THE LAKOTA in Bristol, then on Saturday I was at me c spécial UliTIMATE B.A.S.E party wifh JEFF MILLS which was g ea and then up to fflE OCTAGON in Sheffield. Then on Monday I was back m Ge™any , BecauSg |.m so i travelled to France where l've been doing promo stuff for my Ere nhuiouslv mv fans in ' international^ known as a DJ, Eve used that to my advantage .b/cf u®|^gy
n7h ' thosecountries will beinterestedtohearmy records. The ict ^omPdabonJb'ch 

promoting is bas cally a célébration of what l've been doing for the Pas* Tthp HT RnY RHM' 1 

music has chWcLaaiLxIateffllo^Br than m.yj.wDJoateLiaf.Xthiame^AT^^L^ album is really excellent. ITI be in France over the weekend and then back to London The schedule's incredible at the moment but it's ail for the cause isn t it. 

logic axes four 
inukréthink 

The German-owned label Logic Records has laid off four staff - including managing director Tony Piercy - in ils London office in a restrucluring of the UK opération. Logic came to prominence in the late Eighties and early Nineties with the huge success of arlists such as Snap and Dr Alban, But, like many labels, it has suftered with the end of the Euro dance boom. The company has denied rumours that the UK office was to be shut down totally. "On the contrary, the Logic UK office should become a strong partner in the international Logic network, which includes the Frankfurt-based headguarters, the Logic US office and partners wilhin the BMG family. To do so, a couple 

of reorganisations were necessary," it says in a statement. Along with Piercy, other members of staff made redundantinthe reorganisations were Wendy K, senior product manager, Douglas Gunning, club promotions manager and Shalina Ganatra, junior product manager. However, Logic is being bullish about the future. "Logic UK will be a strong partner and guarantor for arlists, producers and labels in the future to achieve releases in the European and US market. 'This is a possibility only Logic as a small but efficient label with an international basis (sic) can offer," says the statement. 

J . . A n the overblown nature of some of the yiveil superstar DJ/club tours of the past tew years, some form of backlash was inévitable. The "Unknown DJ Tour" teatures tour up-and-coming DJs - Danny Howells, Rob Green, Lee Soflly and Phil Saga - who will be ignoring superclubs in faveur ol smaller more underground venues. Most surprising is the tact that the tour has been put together by 7PM/Jackpot Records, whosc management wing looks after the likes of Cari Cox, John Digweed and Sasha. Seven Webster of 7PM/Jackpot says, "We've already had huge support. Everyone wants to see new people corne through." The dates are: Aston University (March 19); launch party, London (tbc) (24); Plastic People, London (26); Temple (Tradei.'LuvsoNG'-ittyBmyBoory wooryietei Theatre, Dublin (28); Boom Boom Room, Bangor (29); j»'révolution'-DynamicSystemisrceiwhMii • Eclipse, Torquay (April 11); Innocence, Bradford (12); -hazy groove-- Monik pukkai •'beiussima'- r Kitchen, Norwich (18); The Gale, Chesteriield (19); QuicksiNer (Dos Night Owls, Taunlon (25); Zen, Dartford (May 2); Lutonid • 'cle Leadmill, Sheffield (9); Club, Harrogate (16); and Kaos, Lmua,,style) Barnstaple (23). 
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Snow 
17.02.97 
Club smash - get on it! 
12", CD on Deconstruction 74321 447611/2 
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airwaves 

long 

; In a busy week tor dance radio, we are pleased to I welcome you to 1 the first RM radio i column, which aims to keep you up lo speed the latest tunes breaking on tt airwaves as well developments ' : programming. Despite the disappointing i Rajar figures for Kiss in London, the ouerall picture for dance : radio is rosy. Choice in London i and Birmingham bolh registered 
: 219,000 to 242,000 and'l32,000 ! lo 143,000 respectively, while in Bristol, Galaxy 101 gained 24,000 listeners, bringing its total to 334,000. Dance music programming on ! non-specialist stations is also j on the increase. Daue Pearce and Trevor Nelson each gain an i extra weekly show on Radio One : from Ibis week, and new London ! ILRXFM plans toaddsome | alternative dance programmes ; to ils indie tare later in the year. Dur iirst dance airplay chart ; has been compiled by Music : Control UK covering the week | frommidnightonFebruaryBto i 23.59 on February 12. The chart ; is produced electronically by i samplingCDsonlomonitoring I machines luned into Kiss 100, ; Kiss 102 Manchester. Choice ! London and Birmingham, Galaxy ; 101 and, from Friday, Kiss 105 s Yorkshire. The chart relies ' heavily on record company 1 participation; if your CD isn't 

sent in (see address on chart), complété with ail radio-triendly versions, it won't appear. Turning la the new chart, it cornes as no surprise lo see LL CoolJ's flin'l Nobody in the top slot, following its number one début in the national chart two 

weeks ago. The ci strength of US r&b is évident across the entire chart, which is peppered with entries from the likes of En Vogue, Warren G, Maxwell, Blackslreet, The Braxtons and Ginuwine. But the Brits are also out in force, mosl 

notably Michelle Gayle, whose : 'Do You Know' lasl week bad toppedthePopTipcharlfora j record-breaking seven weeks. ^ This is the first chart of its ! kind, and promises to get more ! revealing as the weeks go by. | Watch this space... 

say 
h»* 
?! 

1 CHRISTINE SMITH, RADIO J CORRESPONDENT, BROADCAST "We were j surprised to see that the audience figures ' for Kiss had gone down because it had been doing so well. Dance music is relalively well catered for on radio in London but not regionally. But we're finding that when the authorities hand out the new licences, they're tending to favour speech-based formats because 'jetrying to get people away from dominant local BBC stations." 
SHABS, MEDIA VILLAGE: "There is now a good dance radio infrastructure, covering London, Yorkshire, the North West and Bristol. A network has been created which will lead record company .marketing plans, which is something we've ail been working towards 

for years. But as that infrastructure is developing, it means that the disenfranchised, i.e. the pirate stations, are still a potent force. Pirates are a very strong barometer of youth trends." 
KIRK ANTHONY, HEAD OF MUSIC, CHOICE FM: "When you get the darkesl of US rappers like LL Cool J straight in at number one. and the amount of r&b in the chart, ifs obvious there's a huge demand for dance radio. Most of the big stations are starting to realise there's money to be had from the dance scene." 
STEVE PARKINSON, MD, GALAXY 101; "Dance music has definilely got a future. Kiss is right to contest the figures, l'm amazed its listeners have fallen. Dance music is gelting wider and wider appeal, and ifs not just the kids that listen now, our average âge is 27," 

[BEATS] 

[PIECES] 
Well done to Kiss FM and Peach DJ GRAHAH GOI.D who tled the knot recently with his girlfriend HEL HARRtSOti from Sony Music Publishing. The couple will départ this week for Iheir honeymoon in South Africa - where Graham, in true DJ spirit, has managed lo slot In a few DJing dates...Latest addition to the TRIBAL GATHER1NG bill is DAVE CLARKE, who will bemaking his first live appearance al the event...Look out Iota boolleg doing the rounds supposedly olfering : exclusive ROGER SAHCHE? and GRANT NELSON mixes of Janet Jackson's 'Love Will Never Do'and 'Pleasure Principle' (Paramax JJ02). The mixes are fakes and apparently the 8PI is already on the case...ZOOM record shop in Camden is temporarily homeless following contracloal problems with its landlord. Two new premises are being looked at in the Camden area and Zoom hopesto be back in business as soon as possible. In the meanlime, Zoom is contactable on 0171-284 3376...Still in the Camden area, SUBVERSIVE RECORDS has a new address at; 15 Pralt Mews, Camden, London NW1 OAD. The téléphoné and fax numhers remain the same -Tel: 0171-209 2626; fax; 0171-209 0202...Finally CARL CQX forgol to mention in his 7 Days diary that he will be guesling on JOHN PEEL's Radio One Show on February 27. Cari will be playing a live set from 8.30pm...AND THE  BEAT GOES ON! 

C0ME ON EVERYB0DY (Get Down) Mixes 

Al Album Mix 
kl Youth In Asia Remix 
A3 Q-Burns Abstract Message Remix 
B1 Radio Edit 
B2 Tunnel Remix 
B3 Rickidy Raw Urban Mix 
B4 Peppermint Lounge Remix 

Released 17/02/97 
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MOVIHG SHflDOVVS HISTORY EHCOMPASSES A REAL SLICE OF "■"ÀIUSICAl HISTORY. WHAT ARE YOUR PERSONAL HIGHLIGHTS? "Ifs hard to say. there haue been so many highlights, especially tunewise. When you've had tracks that break barriers and change the way peuple make records, those are obviously highlights, With records like 'Helicopter Tune' and 'Dred Bass' we definitely did that. Whether any of the more recent tunes we've put out fall into that category, only time will tell because often ifs only with hindsight that you can see just how important a record has been." TELL US ABOUT YOUR 100TH RELEASE. "We wanted to do something spécial, l've been working with Dominic (Angas), who's been with the label for about a year, and we came up with this track ('Distorted Dreams') that we really liked and everyone eise was into so we decided to save it for MS100. The B-side came out of a remix that Goldie and I did and developed into something quite hard and angry." 00 YOU FIND THAT THE DRUM & BASS SCENE NOW SEEMS TO BE GETTING A BIT INOUSTRIAL AND REALLY DARK? "This scene is always going from one extreme to another, So, in a way ifs no surprise that after ail that nice jazzy stutf things are going the other way - ifs almost inévitable. I don't really look at it as dark, although ifs a bit more hard-edged. I can also see a more techno feel emerging at the 
A LOT OF THE KIDS THAT WERE ORIGIHALLY ON THE JUNGLE SCENE HAVE DESERTEO IT FOR GARAGE OVER THE PAST COUPLE OF YEARS. DO YOU THINK THE MUSIC JUST STARTED GOING OVER THEIR HEADS? "Ifs a natural thing of people growing up. People just get older and lose that enthusiasm. So a lot decided that they didn't want to go into the future with what drum & bass was turning into. Ifs just that fact of not 

idjustge takeaway on Saturday nights or, when they do go out, they go back to something they know and was there before, which is garage and house." WHAT DOES 1997 HOLD FOR MOVING SHADOW? "On the business side, we're trying to bulld a more structured opération in Europe and America, In the US, they're just beginning to get it musically. Drum & bass is going beyond just being a fad like the rave thing was out there. There are a lot of younger kids that don't remember rave but have (ound this music for themselves and are genuinely into drum & bass. So, we're looking to get a good structure going out there like we have in Japan. Part of the reason that we've been able to go as long as we have in the UK is that we've always had a very efficient structure in place that allows things to run smoothly. That means ratherthan doing loads of running around, we've always had time to focus on the things we want td do." 

ULTRA RECORDS 20 Denmark Street, London WC2H 8NA. Tel; 0171-379 0038; Fax: 0171-497 8909, HISTORY : Ultra was formed eight months ago by Neale Easterby and Richard Ramsey after a long \ slint in New York running Empire Management and Payday Records. Eager to pick up on the dance music coming out of s Europe which didn't fit Payday's hip hop profile, Easterby returned last year to set up a 1 UK base, The label was set up simultaneously ! in New York with Payday co-founder Patrick Moxey at the helm, the aim being to cross- : pollinate the US and European dance markets as well as licensing product worldwide. Releases for the US and UK are scheduled to 1 coincide as closely as possible. With an instrumental/dub label Ultratraxx In place, drum S bass label Nu Matik coming i throu'gh in April and US hip hop on Payday j through London Records, MD Easterby is confident ail bases are covered. il KEY STAFF: Neale Easterby, MD; Richard Ramsey, label manager/A&R; Sean Martin, office manager . and label manager of Nu Matik. 
; SPECIALIST AREAS: l;; Vocal house and garage f KEYARTISTS: Rogér Sanchez, Soul Solution, The Usa Marie Expérience, Backroom Boys LAST THREE RELEASES: ? Translantic Soul 'Release Yo'Self; Naked ; Music NYC featuring Annette Taylor, 'It s Your j Life', Lisa Marie Expérience 'Keep On Dreaming' COMING UP; Wildchild love Each Other/Bad Boy'; Ultra : Dance compilation album, DJ Sneak album I 'Blue Funk Files' l RETAIL VIEW: "We talked to Ultra last year about co- : ordinating their UK and US releases because , : there were a few teething problems with : imports, but their Wildchild release should : do well for them this year, and hopefully the 
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FROM THE CREATORS OF "1 WANNA BE A HIPPIE" TECHNOHEAD BRING YOU OVER TWO HOURS OF HARDCORE, HARD TECHNO AND GABBA 
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'WANNA BE STAR- JACKSON (EP1C) 'People still bug m years. It's a brillian and rbytbms and g amazlng 

jeremy healey 
ON HIS BOX 

1TIN' S0IV1ETHING' MICHAEL 
play this record, after 10 :ord. It's got amazlng singing chat at the end. It's an ird, it's got it ail in every way." 

'LET'S START THE DANCE' HAMILTON BOHANNON (MERCURY) 78 and it was a revolutionary record at the 
i record l'd heard like that. It was about 10 fferent parts. There's a woman belting oui ere'd never been anything like it. A lot of and thousands have sampled the words 'everybody get up and dance'." 
HEAD' LIVING COLOUR (ERIC) aoke track - the nexl day I can't my head off with the singer. It's me out around 1990 and it never happened here." 
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500cc "KEY OFTHE I Mr Pink white label 3 'BLUE SKIES' BT Perfecto 4 'CAREFUL' borse Stress 5 'NAKED AND ASHAMED' Dylan Rymes Junior Boy's Own 6 'HAVE FUN' Coma B white label 7 XAN YOU FEELTHE HEAT artist unknown white label 8 'SOUND OFEDEN'97' Casino white label 9 'YOU GOT THE LOVE FARLEY AND HELLER REMIX" The Source (eaturing Candi Stalon React 10 'BABEL' Amethyst Jackpot 

   'EVEN BETTER THAN THE REAL THING'U2 (ISLAND) "I did get sick of this for a while because I played it so much, but the last time I heard it I was jumping up and down, really leaping up and down. It's a great party tune - quite T-Rex - and a really happy record. It's a good song by a good singer. I played 'New Year's Day' recently too - in facl on New Year's Day. Hait the people left but the other hait really got into it." 
•COULD YOU BE LOVED' BOB MARLEY (ISLAND) "At the time, his band was thousands of years ahead of everything else. Even though this record came out in 1980, it doesn't sound old, It's got great vocals, arrangements and timeless music. Bob's done a lot of timeless records. I play it ail the time, and if you play it at the end of the night rather than in the mix it goes down stormingly." 

'IVIISSING' EVERYTHING BUT THE G1RL (BLANCO Y NEGRO) "When Chris & James did the first house mix, the band hated it and refused to put it out. They supposedly hated dance music. I was so excited when I heard Chris & James's mix and I played it out for 18 months while nothing happened with it. I played It ail the time and people would ask me what it was. Then a year and a half later, the Todd Terry mix came out. It's a good song and she's got the voice of an angel. I still play it occasionally acappella when I mix différent beats into it. It's quite interesting." 
'YEKE YEKE' MORY KANTE (LONDON) "AH the mixes have been good since it first came out in 1988 in the acid house days. There have been remixes every few years and it's still getting better. There was a really good acid version that came out and the original is very good. It gets lots of action, the crowd still really 

'SMOOTH CRIMINAL' MICHAEL JACKSON (ERIC) "A bootleg came out a few years ago by some naughty northerners and got hammered by me and went down a storm ail over the place. The original came out around 1988789 and it's the best dance music ever made. Brilliant song, really exciting, and great music. It's got everything going for it," 

;k you our ll|cool j (def jam) ame out around 1991/92 - as you can see, l'm a arly Nineties sort ot guy. This is just a really great îsive rap record. Quite a good song, and there t many raps that make a great song. It's got a jroove, it's very simple." loves it." 
SMELLS LIKE TEEN SPIRIT' NIRVANA (DGC) "When I first playpd this record, people were booing - it was quite funny as I haven't been booed before or since. Then about three people started pogoing around, I played it at the Mînistry of Sound and half the people walked out of the club and the other half gradually got into it and it faecame an anthem. On holiday last week in Argentina, I got the DJ to put it on and pogoed and then jumped into the swlmming pool, much to the other holidaymakers' amusement." 

[« «1 qh.N: Woolwich, London, January 18,1962. LIFE BEFORE DJING: "Working in a supermarkel and a faclory." FIRST DJ GIG: Club Planai in Piccadilly, London around 1979/80. livras m by Philip Salon wlro Is lire tlghlest man In nlghtclubblng. Ha pald us £10 or £20. Ha went on la do Ihe Mud Club. Then I did the pop group Ihlng and then I went back to DJIng." OST MEMORABLE GIG: Best - "My (ondesl memories are ol when I was rcsidenl al Suhlerania hetween 1990-1992." Worst - "Port Rush, Northern Ireland in Iront ol 2,500 people. was snld out. We got oft Ihe plane bel my records didn'l. The promoler was Ireaking oui. There were aboul six local DJs playing too and they lent me Ihelr records. In the end we idja hall. Once I was so drunk in Amsterdam al Ihe Love Bail when I was DJIng wllh Tony Humphries, When he went lo Ihe loilel I got on the decks and wouldn't let hira get back 1. Very naughly. He's such a nlce guy too, I lelt terrible Ihe nexl day." FAVOURITE CLUBS: Sugar Shack, Empire, Mlddleshrough; Empotium, Leicester, Decadence and Chull Chull irraingham. NEXT THREE GIGS: Academy, Bournemoulh (Feh 19); Garlands, Liverpool (20); Naughly But Nice, Hetelord (21). OJ TRADEMARK: Huge ego. LIFE OUTSIDE DJING; New ilease 'Argentina' on Positiva oui in live weeks; "I love lo travel and walch lilms; I coltect lurnilure a"" " '  
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TUNE OF THE WEEK 

-m 

ART OF TRANCE 'KALEIDOSCOPE' (PLAJ1PUS) Lp samp|en 'Kaléidoscope' enjoys ils own (un Prevlously aVailable on a veiy 'irnitjtjdoume a-s ^ ^ instrumental and dreamy mélodie  'Tî rhp nrininal mix an nstrumemai anu uimiux "iciuuic ,3. and it's quite t"1 ' " ^ ® 0f '^The Sunday Club and LSG. The Sunday Club composition, is the solid base for Mm new angles ^ nr-civiMi break, before galloping on efuo theTrlceedings to envelope the BT-styled break, before galloping or ce up the oroceeaings ^ is a |itt|e more percussive, but on t from the kick-m with fine ensp souMs and bu . et|tjVe anc| gare I say if, banging fashlon. whole is a fresh option, using the s&fne melody m a more répétitive ano, ua qocOOcf A corker. 
HONDY 'HONDY (NO ACCESS)', {^N'FES™) of lhis t0 the nation'S DJs in three (H) 
In glorious Manifeste fashion. therg bas been a carpet oomo g throuah the seven mixes separate packages and four 12s ovliïthe past few weeks an narticularly instant (two of them being duplicated on dlffent consignments) you 11dis^ but certainly unusual. Maybe ifs the soft ^.nj voc|^|||^ ^ ^ Mi caused me to play it a couple of time| m cas out there, but delinitely worth a long|isten. 
PETE 'TWEAKER' BONES 'ON GOLDEN PONDV'WOODY' (RED ANT) (H) Just back from a tiring list of US toU dates, Pete Bones marks his return with this AA Two very différent tracks are on offer here - '^oody' is a tierce squelchy bleepy piece, mee and harsh wi h an attractive roughness to the edges ^simple and effective and domg very well thank you. On Golden Pond' feels like the old Pete Bones,irôith the signature bass and synth lines harmomsed m a teel-good combination, and very remmiscent bf the earlier Ugly Bug créations - and much more at home towards the end of the night. Very handy to )iàve an EP that you can play both sides of. u u u u qf 

JOMENA' ARMAND VAN HELDEN (ZYX) (H) Net content with being the ubiquitous remixer (Genaside II, FYC, Nu Yorican Soul etc.), the prolllic "old skool junkie" turns to his own release with a basic layered looping disco cut-up thal's so simple it hurts. The radio edit is driven by the incessant "The funk phenomena" hook over a muflled/phased beat. MST's Phénoménal mix acts in a more Bucketheads style with a subtle screech occasionalty oiling an equally bouncy take. The JOHNICkennydope Maslermlx stutters along, qulckly cutling up the catchy tille over a much longer hass-heavier groove. The trantic Ras mix slurs the vocal in a tighter stop/start alternative edit and the Edge Factor duh misses much of the song's dynamics, acting more as a possible mixer than a stand alone track. vfOOOOJH 

LOUIE BALO 'SEEMS TO RUN WILD' (SUBVERSIVE) Subversive seems to be well on the'case at the moment, with recent favourites fn Lithium still buzzing, and it keeps to the same tempo again for this track. Much ir deep house crowd, it features a looped "Run wild" vox over a head-nodding groo wandering keyboard Unes. There are jhree comparable mixes, with the expanded side coming out favourite and suited|Tiore to the earlier stages of the set. 

(H) m Cevin Fisherand )re in line with the e and minimal ersion on the top O O O CF ; 

■ALRIGHT' JAMIROQUAI (SONY S2) (H) After the club mix successes of 'Cosmic Girl' and 'Space Cowboy', Jamiroquai is treated to more of the same by Todd Terry (or this release. In a very similar vein to Everything But The Girl in arrangement, this is accurately described as funky house with a mellow tint and it cornes across very well indeed in this package. The five mixes on offer here aren't ail that différent from each other, but they utilise Jay's vocal in its full verse and chorus format excellently, and the production from Todd is, as you can imagine, lop notch. Tee's In House mix is definitely the favourite of this very good bunch which will no doubt support the crossover on confidently. OOOOCF 

TRANSATLANTIC SOUL 'RELEASE YO'SELF' (DECONSTRUCTION) (H) First released on Ultra last summer; Âhen il earned a well-deserved maximum cinq points in these pages, this Roger Sanchez production returns as a no-expense-spared doublepack with new mixes j from Todd Terry and Basement Jaxî^he organ-prodded Liquid Vocal Mix is the lead représentative l from the original 12 with its driving| beats, deadly baseline and irrépressible "I can make you feel real l good, but you gotla release yourselHvocal. For some reason the excellent percussion-heavy Release ; Yo'Self mix has not been promoed jras time round. However, the new mixes make up for it with Basement Jaxx delving deep to crealê a moody and warped Eighties-influenced groove with hints of ! Tony Lee among the layers of percussion. Todd Terry piles on the drum pressure for his three versions j with his thumping full-vocal Frozeh Sun Mix being the stand out, although his less stripped down | Release mix is also worth checkingi 1 O Q Q O O AB 
UBQ PROJECT 'THE RETREAT E?' (KULT US) (H) Terry Hunter's long-running UBQ Project, probably besl remembered for their sublime 'When I Fell In Love', serve up three more good oltHfashioned no-nonsense house tunes. 'Regardless' loops up the honking sax, ratfling piano, bubbling Hammond and eut- and-paste vocals ov 

'SWALLOWED' BUSH (MCA) (D&B) Goldie's Toasted Both Sides Please mix cornes as a B-side to the promoed LP version although it has been labelled incorrectly, i.e. said LP version is Goldie's mix and vice versa. The mix in question uses grated guitar amid a tortured twisted "Swallowed" vocal with a dark demonic wobbling bass, ail enhanced by "snake-like" breakbeats. A further agonised "Got to get away from here" vocal brings this extreme remix to its climax. O O O O O JH 
'H = hlp hop; A = alternative; 
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[upfront house] 

O 25 18 1 0 26 13 3 27 12 3 

Sound 01 Minislry 

JuniorCheeky Eternal Stress 
Tommy Boy MIXES) Pianoman flrreedom Soma/Virgin Itrr/Hooj Choons 

O 47 39 3 48 31 5 49 22 5 50 56 3 O 51 26 6 52 24 9 O 53 29 5 

2 ALRIGHT (JAMIROl     3 SPIN SPIN SUGAR (ARMAND VAN HELDEN/FARLEV & HELLER MIXES) Sneaker Pimns rf' 
ï w 2 THE"NSOMENAP SSr3"St"" DeC[",Strl 
3 COME ON Y'ALL/LET ME TELL YOU SOIVIETHING (RHYTHM MASTERS MIXES) RUm Maslers F 
2 ENCORE UNE FOIS (POWERPLANT BOYS/DANCING DIVA2 MIXES) Sash' M 2 l'M STILL WAITING (ANGELHEART/GRAND LARCENY/MANDRAX LIQUID MIXES) Annelheart H JOY (MAURICE JOSFIUA/MIKE DUNN & RON CARROLL MIXES) Nu Colours ' 0 6311 
4 RIDE A ROCKET (LITHIUM/DISCO GiïlZENS MIXES) Lithium S Sonia Madan 4 JUST PLAYIN' (SCORCCIO/DJ DIGIT MIXES) JT Playaz 2 BODY MUSIC/I BELIEVE (JULIAN JONAH & MARK HUGHES MIXES) Friday Nite Traltik THE REAL THING (MARK PICCHIOTTI/K-KLASS/DIRTY ROTTEN SCOUNDRELS MIXES) 3 HAND IN HAND (JAM EL MAR/EDDY FINGERS/LEGENO B MIXES) Grâce IGNORANCE IS BLISS (SURE IS PUREIFRIPTONITE MIXES) Colour Climax 2 DIRTY MINDS (DEX & JONESEY MIX)/R U SEXY? (DEX & JONESEY MIX) Tyranl 3 TAKEYOUR BODY (BASSCAMP/STRETCH&VERN MIXES) Basscamp 2 l'M GONNA GET TO YOU (DANCING DIVAZ/ARGONAUTS/PHAT ¥ PHUNKY MIXES) Andy Blactoond 3 CAREFUL(SASHAffiROTHERS IN RHYTHM MIXES) Horse 2 ILIKE (JOE T VANNELLI MIXES) Mark Morrison NARRA MINE (ARMAND VAN HELDEN/GENASIDE ll/WU TANG CLAN MIXES) Genaside II COLOUR OF LOVE (MOUSSE T/BORIS DLUGOSCH MIXES) AmOer PARTY PEOPLE (LIVE YOUR LIFE BE FREE) (UMBOZA/HECTOR'S HOUSE/POWERHOUSE/PIANOMr DA FUNK/MUSIQUE Dali Punk CLOSER TO YOUR HEART (JX MIXES) JX MIRACLE (DEEP DISH/MONKEY MAFIA/RONISIZE/OLIVE MIXES) Olive THE BOSS (MASTERS AT WORK MIXES) The Braxtons BETTE DAVIS EYES (D-BOP/OPM MIXES) Kim Carnes A RED LETTER DAY (BASEMENÎ JAXX/MOTIV 8/TROUSER ENTHUSIASTS MIXES) Pel Stiop Boys Parloplione 00 YOU WANNA FUNK (TODD EDWARDS/SOUND SOLUTION/7TH LEVEL/HI-LUX MIXES) Siona Urgent CRY FREEDOM (ANOY LINGAAURENCE NELSON & WILLIAM BOREZ/SIMON LOVECHILD/DOUBLE SHUFFLE MIXES) Mombassa Sound Ptool/MCA DISCOTHEQUE (DAVID MORALES/HOWIE B/DAVID HOLMES MIXES) U2 ' HINDU LOVER (ROGER S MIXES) Djaimin FLASH/SEVEN DAYS AND ONE WEEK (ROLLO & SISTER BLISS/DEX & JONESEY/ANDY DUX & HOSCHI MIXES) BBE Positiva WHIPPED UP TO FUNK/AINT WE FUNKIN' NOW Work In Progress TIME GOES BY (SOULEDOUT/MIKE DELGAOO/IACOBUCCIA/1SNADI MIXES) Charlie Dore Black I FRESH (PHAT ¥ PHUNKY MIXES) Gina G RUNAWAY (MASTERS AT WORK/MOUSSE T/ARMAND VAN HELDEN MIXES) Nu Yorican Soûl MONEY'S T00 TIGHT TO MENTION (REMIXES) Simply Red BROOKLYN BEATS Scotlie Deep DEEP DOWN Kulak ROKDA HOUSE Tall Paul JUST CAN'T GET ENOUGH (JUPITEfVSLEAZE SISTERS MIXES) Sam Walker ATLANTIS (SECTION X/WAY OUT WEST/MAN WITH NO NAME MIXES) Seclioo X GIVE FF TO ME (ORIGINAUSISTER BLISS MIXES) Headctash WALKIN' ON UP (P.SANDRINI & P.GRASSI/L.SANDRINI & P.GRASSI/IWINK MIXES) DJ Prol-X-Or INEED A MIRACLE Coco LIFT UP YOUR HANDS (MIXES) Xodus lealuring Dawn Tallmao NATIVE NEW YORKER (ANGEL MORAES/STEVE 'SILK' HURLEY/DJ LELEWEL MIXES) Black Box MANIAK (VITO BENITO MIXES) Hazy Grooves SNOW (OMID NOURIZADEH MIXES) O.R.N. READY OR NOT/KILLING ME SOFTLY (MIXES) The Course PROPHECY Insight THE SPIRIT (I2ANT/DAS TRIX MIXES) The Spirit SHOW ME LOVE (LISA MARIE EXPERIENCE/TODD EDWARDS/STONEBRIDGE MIXES) Rohin S PEOPLE HOLD ON (UNDER INFLUENCE/WJ.P. MIXES) Under lolluence D.I.S.C.O. N-Trance    

Nukleuz US Green Llght Delirlous/RCA 

[commenta ry]| by alan jones 
Urban Chart. il ______ artlst dlimbing to the top of our long- established upfront Club Chart is one whose more natural home is in the former listing rather than the latter. JAHIROQUAFs r&b- inflected style would surely bave won them several Urban Chart toppers in the past few years, had it existed, but they've recenîly got wise to the rewârds to be had from including house mixes on Iheir singles too, allowing the likes of David Morales and Todd Terry to give their output a more urgent dancebeat. Suoh is the case with their latest single, 'Alright', which debuted last week at 35 on the strength of Jamiroquai's own excellent mixes and now ' soars to number one atter getting the Todd • Terry terpsichorean treatment, 'Alright' is their second number one club hit in a row - 'Cosmic Girl' hit the top spot for a fortnight last November...MflRK MORRISON and NU COLOURS appear in both our upfront and Urban charts this week, with différent tracks. Morrison is at 23 on the upfront chart with 'I Like', and at 20 on the Urban chart with 'Moan & Groan', while Nu Colours are 1 fth on the Urban chart with 'Yes I Will' and at 12 on the upfront chart with 'Joy'. In both cases the Urban charting track is the A-side of an upcoming single, while the other track is included to give the record extra appeal. This kind of Insurance policy is becoming increasingly common..,The highest new entry to the chart this week cornes from ARMAND VAN HELDEN/THE OLD SCHOOL JUNKIES, whose 'Funk Phenomena' enjoyed a previous chart career as an import on America's Henry Street label and bas now been claimed for the UK by Germany's ZYX, for which it is likely to prove the biggest crossover success since DJ Dado's "Theme From The X-Files'. Two new imports arrive on the chart this week: KflDOC's 'Rock The Bells", a Dutch import that is similar to their breakthrough hit 'The Nighttrain', though with an IL Cûol J reference, and Armand Van Helden's re-shaping of Faithless's 'insomnia' for America's Arista labeL.One of the oddest records in the chart is HORSE's 'Careful'. Originally a rock record which had a brief run on the CIN chart in 1990, peaking at 52, it bas been extensively reshaped by Dave Seaman and Sasha. Its number 22 ranking here conceals the facl that it had more number one reports than any other records except Jamiroquai's 'Alright' and the Sneaker Pimps' 'Spin Spin Sugar'. It appears to be charting on a tairly small mail-out, proving a very hot record for those who have it. 

AT LAST...! 

ARMAND Van Helden 

M 

I i 

. fi BLESSE O IN THE U. 
4 TRACK 12" - ZYX 8523U-12 + 6 TRACK CD ■ ZYX 8523U-8 
Dealers: Call Our Hotline 0171-371-6969 
Enquiries Re Our UK Distribution Facilities (Same Number) 
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Thank You ' gets righteous with a gospel chorus, while the B- side's 'Ange!' is a tougher, more underground tune that could prove to be the EP's strongest selling point. O O O O AB 
g'"espetersoii's 

altenaaîbî^ tjpS for the week 
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RESTLESS SOUL 'MANIA' (SLIP'N SL1DE) (H) Originally out last year on Basement 282, this Phil Asher tune is about as deep as a disco-tinged piano-prodded house tune can go. Having leatured in several 'Best of 96' charts. it now gets a re-release along with a new mix from the Black Science Orchestra. Ashley and the boys build the track from its swirling street sounds intro inlo a dumping crowd pleaserwith a mean cllpped guitar, neatly looped title line and uplifting ho 

I'FLIGHT IC408' STATE OF BENGAl (OMNI) Hune! this is the s" * - worldwide 
poLbisswo' airTsolid) Isoullul hopping witl^aj^nsiimtw'^ 

O O O O AB 
MARK M0RR1S0N 'MOAN & GROAN' (WEA) (R&B) Mark's most soulful record to date, and the definite highlight on the album next to 'Mack', becomes his sixth single. The most seductive Long Version is the définitive mix, though for variety Full Crew Productions take the beats further down an urban route making it a duet with Kele le Roc, while DJ Puise jungles the track up to make it a full-on drum & bass excursion. The single cornes complété with bonus track 'I Like' which has been superbly mixed for the house crowd by Joe T Vannelli. O O O O RT 

arkably strong remix from Vienna — 

I Krmu's'rcTolnyothem 
l:PApUISM' ERVKAH BAUUJUNjvËRSMj^^^^.s .pd p'Angelo produce 
if'SOMEflMESÎNÛWRICAN DUB)' BRAND NEW HEAVIES (LONDON) jTaking overwhere 'Mlndlluid' le» olf 

JEPHTE GUILLAUME 'THE PRAYER' (SPIRITUAL LIFE US) (A) Following his lakou-A' single, the Haitian singer/songwriter with a gorgeously résonant voice delivers another enticingly exotic blend. A restrained rolling house rhythm provides the background for the gently intertwining maie and female vocals, the intricate acoustic guitar work, and jazzy flûte thèmes. Sadly the magical end-result is unlikely to make much of an impact beyond the charts in the back of Straight No Chaser. although it could become a favourite on the terraces of Cafe Del Mar this summer it José Padilla gets his hands on a copy. The flipside breaks things down with the weird and deep 'Tet Kale Beats', an acapella, a jazzy acoustic take with extra flûte and some bonus chants. O Ô O O AB 

I'ASTHMA (FILA BRAZILIA BEMIX)' PHOSPHURUS (WNGUAGE) Find this on the B-side of another EQ Education Nomjoi^sjn^L- 
tSâpîïâlMsmagu i...... i...... 

Le typically lush and atmospheric - and acidic - synth lin fat should have Sasha wetting his undies. 

DAN FACTORY SPOOK 'SAME OLD ACID, SAME OLD LIES' (SKINNY MALINKY) (T) Beat Foundation member Spook shows us what he does in his spare time - he makes firing, funky trance tunes. As with most Skinny tracks, this one builds and builds over warm, rolling beats 

DOGS DELUX '21ST C 
clattering on the lead trac make the perfect breakbe Pluto) and Rob Miller, 1 

iNTURY READYMATES EP' (SECOND SKIN) (D&B) ;o sweet when a little melody is thrown into the mix. Among ail the 'Ali Of One', there's a warm, synth atmosphère that builds very nicely to t|lrance track, The men behind it are former Woodentop Rolo McGinty jaka^ ' pedigree shows. O O O O BB 
ON THE CONTRARY Around on promo last ye: release with the act i Expansion Records 

JVE TO LOVE YOU' (EXPANSION) r,''this classy US r&b stroller from a new Bronx girl duo jally getting dropped by the label concerned. In true British fashion, 
(R&B) 

m 

getting a full, if belated, UK release. The Straight mix is probably the most club friendly while the Ass Mova remix, name withstanding, is a bit smoother. A house remix, meanwhile, sounds like someone's taken atime travel pill and gone back to 1987. The duo will also be performing at the forthcoming KG & Jo Jo show at Le Palais in February. O O O O TF 
SOUTHERN COMFORT 'ROCKSS'/RUFF OUEST 'MAO SCIENCE' (CUP OF TEA) (D&B) These are two wonderful breakbeat workouts on the Bristol-based label, perhaps more familiar for its trip-hop styled material. 'Rockss' is dark, warped drum and bass while the flip, 'Like This', hammers away relentlessly but with a nice synth melody to hold things together. 'Mad Science' cuts a similar hard rhythm with gentle synth strings in the background. Southern Comfort reappear on this 12 inch too with the slightly more restrained and bass-driven 'Street Reality'. O O O O BB , 
ESSA 'TALES FROM THE FURNACE' (DIY DISCS) (H) Nottingham's DiY stable turns up the heat on the house beats again with this funky four-tracker. 'Beast Freaks' is a fairly straight-forward disco-ish groove and is followed by the brilliantly-introed, deep jazzy organ stomp of 'Dance Off. On the flip, there's the samba-styled, bass rumbling love In Latin' and the beautiful, moody ambience of 'EP Atmos', Quality. O O O O BB 
SIL'COME TOGETHER'(WORK) (H) Here is another irrésistible hard house track from Work. Daft Punk-ish beats and cool synth stabs fuse on the brilliant dub. The vocal eut throws in a disco baseline and is equally impressive. The doser, 'Tu Tu Love' takes things 
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. l'MNOTFEEUNGYOU - IET ME CLEAR MY THROflT - WHEN BOY MEETS GIRUDO YOU TH1NK ABOUT US - GET ME HOME - KNOCKS ME OFF MY EEET/IN THE HOOD - SUMTHIN' SUMTHIN' - JUSTTHEWAY - STEELO . YOU MIGHT NEED SOMEBODY • AIN'T NOBODY - YESIWILL • SPIRITUAL THANG • THERE AIN'T NOTHIN'LIKE THE LOVE • REÛUEST LINE ■ REALIZE ■ 4-MORE - RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE ■ RONY ■ REALITY ■ MOAN 8 GROAN • STREET DREAMS ■ TELL ME • ISHOTTHESHERIFF ■ HOWIFEEL ■ ON SON ■ COLD ROCK A PARTY • REMEMBERME ■ I NEED YOUR LOVE • GANT KNOCK THE HUSTLE ■ CAREFREE ■ FU-GEE-LA MR. BIG STNFF • YOU WILLRISE - SARASMILE ■ WHATEVAMAN • TREATMERIGHT • EVERY TIME I CLOSE MYEYES G-Man & Chubli Rock Babyface Public Oemanil 

[commentary] by tony farsides 
Welcome to our new Urban | Chart. As well as commenting | on the chart, this column will hopefully also work as a bulletin board for info about the whole urban arena. Views and info will be gratefully received by fax on 0171-401 8035...Congratulations to RCA for nabbing the top two placings on the first chart. Funkmaster Flex protégé YVETTE MICHELE was a clear number one after being reported by more than 50% of our DJs,..The highlight of last week v/as detinitely getting to talk to MARY J BLIGE about her new LP, 'Share My World' (look out for a big piece on Mary in next week's Talent section in Muslc Week). The eight tracks I heard from the new LP are ail excellent, Particuiarly strong is the first single, 'Love Is AU We Need', which will starl getting promoed in mid-March. Featuring guest raps by NAS and produced by JAM & LEWIS, the track will appeal to anyone who caned the life out of Mary's 'Be Happy' last time round...Sticking with Universal MCA, I can exclusively reveal that ERYKAH BADU will be. doing a showcase at London's Cafe De Paris on March 24..,This Wednesday (19) sees an interesting experiment when the Wu Tang Clan's GHOST FACE KILLAH gives a live performance and interview on the internet (www.88hiphop.com) joined by the likes of RAEKWON and CAPPADQNNA. The show starts at lOpm New York time (3am GMT)...AALIYAH fans should look out for an Atlantic Records doublepack US promo of new mixes of 'One In A Million'. Hidden away at the end of one side is Wolf D's Big Bass mix which I reckon will appeal to the growing band of DJs who are integrating UK friendly (Miami) Bass tracks into their sets. 

an NV direction with great aplomb. A real OOOOBB ■ |ft' 
WflXPLOITATION 'THE PROTEUS C0NSP1RACY' (TUIVIIVIY TOUCH) (H) Jazz and disco rhythms combine smoothly on the distinctly laid-back original while a delicious gurgling synth line warbles away on the préférable Lost In Liquid mix. The mood mellows again for the Comment No. 1 mix although the latter has a hard edge. O O O BB 
ERIC BENET'SPIRITUAL THING' (WARNER BROS) (R&B) Eric Benet is not a total newcomer to the r&b scene, he was one half of Benet on EMI in 1992, and has been a featured vocalist with Jeff Lorber on his iazz fusion albums in recent years. Since releasing his solo début on Warners, however, he has been attracting similar attention to Maxwell and D'Angelo and acclaimed as another saviour for real soul fans on the so-called "r 

soûl" scene. His voice has the character of an Al Green, his music the wholesome flavour and musicality of a bygone era. The production has a Nineties sophistication, but this funky, mid-tempo jam omits the big beats that tum off the soul boys who never got into ghetto r&b and still crave the real stuff. O O O O RT 
ALISHA'S ATTIC 'INDESTRUCTABLE' (MERCURY) (B) By surely one of most remixed artists recently, this single cornes with many a moody breakbeat mix courtesy of Mikon, Skylab and Shagsonic, as well as Shagsonic mixes of 'White Room'. AU the mixes are more than acceptable and ail use the verging-on-squeaky vocals suitably, Shagsonic's versions scream the loudest to be noliced, however, with ail kinds of old-style Balearic trickery - wistful sounds, funky breaks and bits of "free spiril" vocal - while their 'White Room' is more your excitable Propellerheads material. Q O O O D&H 

CHAKA KHAN 'NEVER MISS THE WATER' (REPRISE) (R&B) This (eatures a cameo appearance by Me'Shell Ndegeocello on the funky r&b album mix while the single otfers additional garage mixes by Frankie Knuckles and new stripped-down, dark house variations by Stylus. It's not an T'm Every Woman' or 'Ain't Nobody', but vocally Chaka still puts virfuaily every one else to shame. The song cornes from her recent 'Best Of collection where this 
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was one of a handful of new songs, two at least better than this. OO O RT 
USA STANSFIELD 'THE REAL THING' (ARISTA) (R&B) While house mixes are expected any time now, Arista starts the bail rolling with r&b street soul mixes of Stansfield's new single. Musically, il more or less carries on from where she left off last time so it's nowhere near as radical as the recent remix of 'People Hold On'. Vocally sbe's as great as ever, the song mélodie and chirpy if not particularly ground breaking, O O O RT 
DISCOCAINE/REEL HOUZE 'A FISTFUL OF OUB PLATES' (ZOOM) (H) Regulars of the Zoom Records shop will be familiar with these dub plate mixes of tràcks by Discocaine and Reel Houze as they bave been available as one-sided pressings over the past six months. But in case you missed them, this doublepack brings them together on one release. Basically they're a very extended version of tracks already released in real dub style with live percussion, keyboard, guitar and flûte solos plus plenty of echoed effects played over the top. The longer they go on, the more anarchie they get with broken glass noises and ail sorts being thrown into the cauldron. 8ack-to-back, there's enough there for a complété DJ set. OOOOTJ 
COLOUR CLIMAX 'IGNORANCE IS BLISS' (JDJ PRODUCTIONS) (H) The first single release from the label that bas brought you ail the 'Journeys By DJ' mix albums and it sees Sure Is Pure deliver a throbbing, powerful mix of what might otherwise bave been a fairly pedestrian track. Keyboard riffs swirl around the pounding bassline and the heavily- phased vocal from Rachel McFarlane rides itwith style. If that isn't enough, check the impressive dub which steps up a gear for even more energy, O O O O u 

THE DEVIANTS 'BEING SOMEONE ELSE' (LUXURY SERVICE) (H) A smoothly-produced deep house excursion from Rob Mello and Goldie from Zoom with a distinctive haunfing sound that reminds you of a Theramin running through accompanied by gentle pads and a subdued and effective bass and rhythm track. Subtle pace changes and more curious instruments appearing at intervais make this track quile hypnotic and, together with 'Ohh I Love If, this is an above average release for house fans. O O O O u 
RICHARD FUCK 'J BREAK' (TREE) (B) This is a very useful breakbeat fest from Orlando where this kind ot thing is everywhere. Alternating between classic electro and hip hop breaks with other well-known assorted rap and keyboard bits thrown in for good measure. it jumps and jerks ail over the shop. A little 

structureless and meandering perhaps, but not so much as to stop people from dancing, unless that is they're jotting ail the samples down in a notepad. O O O TJ 
ENTROPIC 'AMPLEXUS' (WHOOP) (H/TR) This reliable label had carved itself a niche in the progressive house scene well belore the much talked about revival of the style and Whoop continues to develop with each release, Limbo's Billy Kiltie provides the Episodic Trance mix on the A-side, which is awash with arpeggios and stabbing synths and a catchy piano line that kicks off after the breakdown. Entropic's mix is a much harsher affair with rough distorted synth riffs and a pounding offbeat bassline with an array ot vocal samples for good measure. Really the two are so différent they might as well be called separate names but since both are strong tracks, who's going to argue about it? O O O O TJ 
DJAIMIN 'HINDU LOVER (ROGER S MIXES)' (DECONSTRUCTION) (H) If the original mixes failed to light your pilot then these new additions may well do the job. Like many a good S mix, the bass thumps funkily and the drums and percussion just totally kick you around the dancefloor in the nicest possible way, A side for the full-on groover, 8 for more of the original's haunting sounds. O O O O D&H 
SNEAKER PIMPS 'SPIN SPIN SUGAR (REMIXES)' (CLEAN UP) (H) No messing here as ifs straight to two of the better remix options - Armand Van Helden and Pire Island. The Van Helden mixes are solid if by now a little predictable. What with the "Sugar" themed vocal, these will no doubt end up being mixed into "Sugar Is Sweeter" more than once or twice in their lifetime. The best mixes however are easily Farley & Heller's - they are great booming and yet still quite gentle mixes that boing on forever. O O O O O D&H 

SOURMASH 'THE SPIRIT' (ZOOM) (T) "Lager, lager, lager..." Oops, wrong record. Well, only just, actually. This monstrous tune whips up a similar storm to 'Born Slippy', with its pummelling beats and meandering synth sounds. And like that tune, this one's totally infectious and is guaranteed to rock any club, thanks to its killer breakdown. Buy now,smile later. OOOOO BB 
FLOATING BLOKE & FRIENDS 'MILE HIGH CLUB TRACKS EP' (SPIKEY) (T) After opening like an old Killing Joke record, Floating Bloke's 'Mandible Man' swiftly slips into deep Detroit/electro territory with hi-hats aplenty and some tierce old beats. Then cornes a really quirky synth line to totally funk it ail up. Next up is Animais On Wheels' frenzied breakbeat version of the same track and then the dark, funky techno of Conemelt's 'Hunky Monk'. A cracking EP. O O O O O BB 
DARK GLOBE 'DEF HEDD DISKO' (HARD HANDS) (T) Dark Globe kicks off proceedings for 1997 with two quality hybrid workouts on Leftfield's renowned imprint. 'Def Hedd Disko' launches into funky percussion that incorporâtes a distorted baseline that wiggles around the finely-tuned synths to perfection. The overall track carries an essence of electro house and techno ail woven together over a journey of six minutes. Over on the flip, 'Mondo Souro' shakes the house down with time stretched breaks and metallic riffs over a bottom-heavy, speaker- punishing assault. O O O O DM 

LISA STANSFIELD 

:S 

LÛ 

DE LA SOUL'4 MORE' (TOMMY BOY) (R&B) Using the obvious (Sharon Redd T'II Never Give You Up') and not so obvious (Chico Hamilton 'A Rose For Booker'), De La Soul weave their own Imaginative upbeat rhymes over a mish- mash of samples and hip hop beats. Zhane add in some chirpy vocals on the chorus, ail making for a highly commercial, good fun and entertaining release. Bonus cuts on the single include previous promo-only cuts 'Baby Baby Ooh Baby' and Ttzsoweezee' and a new eut, 'Sweet Dreams', which is currently rocking the States. O O O O RT 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 'COMING HOME IN A BODYBAG' (SKINT) (A) Chemicals-style beats a-go-go. Yup, ifs another neck-cricker from the Brighton label and this up-and-coming act who first appeared on their own Twisted Systems label and bave remixed The Shamen. Hard steppin' hip hop meets electro weirdness as the ES boys attempt to bounce your speakers across the room. There's more electro and a very pleasant, mellow vocal track on the flip. OO.OOBB 
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) PARTY PEOPLE (LIVE YOUR LIFE BE FREE) 
î rrsovÈR î WHAT WOULD WE DO? J LIVE TO TELL î DOYOUKNOW 1 JUST PLAYIN' ) READY OR NOT/KILLING ME SOFTLY ) PASSION ENCORE UNE FOIS JUST CAN'T GET ENOUGH ) MAKIN' A MOVE - LETS GRQOVE i BECAUSEYOU LOVED ME ? LIKEA PRAYER/DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA î SHOW ME HEAVEN î NATIVE NEW YORKER > OXYGENES ! DISCOTHEQUE J WHEN l'M GOOD AND READY ? GET UP (EVERYBODY) MONEY'STOOTIGHTTO MENTION TELL ME WHEREIT HURTS THE REAL THING 1 UFOUNDOUT î BETTE DAVIS EYES 190 VS. OMD ALRIGHT î WHERE DO YOU GO FRESH i I HAVE PEACE RUNAWAY ! YOU GOT THE LOVE i SHOW ME LOVE l'M STILL WAITING i CLOSERTOTHEHEART î BILLIE JEAN (GOT SOUL) THE BOSS 1 PROFESSIONAL WIDOW (IT'S GOT TO BE BIG) î ON A RAGGA TIP '97 ! NO REGRETS 

Chaka Khan 
NEVER MISS THE WATER 

Featuring Me'Sliell Ndegéocello 
The brand new single includes remixes by Frankie Knuckles and the original 'Ain't Nobody' 

Nuyotican Soul The Source (lealuring Candi Stalnn) Robin S 

f> [commentary]# by alan Jones 
 , On the Pop chart, MICHELLEB GAYLE's record-setting seven- week reign al number one is over, ended by PIANOMN's 'Parly People', which leaps 7-1. ■ Based on Belinda Carlisle's 1991 hipjve Your ' _ Life Be Fjee', it's a'worthy successor to ii Pianoman's 1996 club monster 'Blurred' - based 1 on Blur's 'Boys & Girls' - which was last year's ' 43rd most popular record in commercially- - r orientated venues. Almost matching Pianoman ' this vreek, N-TRANCE's update pf Ottawan's ; Ç jE^;C;0;M'e-entersthVcbaft al number two, ! Originally mailed to DJs tov | year, it previously enjoyed a : { chart, peaking at 12...While ERASURE's 11 I upcoming single will include new mlxes of their ■ p earlyandunderratedlrack'OhL'Amourt- | eventually a hit for Dollar - another early Vince ■ | Clarke composition is one of the chart's highest I new entries this week. A major hit for Depeche ; ( Mode when he was a member of the group in | 1981, it is to be the début single for 20- year-old ) newcomer SAM WALKER. Debuting at number |; 11 this week, it also enters the upfront chart at number 46, thanks to the harder Sleaze Sisters j! mixes,..A song from a little earlier -1978 - is | the inspiration for the throbbing synth NRG of I the enigmatically titled '190 Vs. OMD' by LB j TRONDHEIM. It's based on the early Orchestral f Manoeuvres In The Dark track 'Electricity', which [; is so familiar that it's still hard to believe lhat it , j: never was a hit. Perhaps Virgin ought to fill in I the gaps between Andy McCluskey's sporadic j p OMD output by commissioning their ov | of this classic, not to mention 'Joan Of Arc' and j | 'Souvenir', from their 1991 purple patch. 

'Never Miss The Water' and 'Ain't Nobody' can both be found on the album 
EPIPHANY: THE BEST OP CHAKA KHAN" 
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COOLCUTS HOTLINE flRPI 515 585 THE FASTHST WAY TO HEAR THE BEST UPFRONT OANCE MUSIC WWW ■ W ■ W 

o. 

1 (1) 
2 (3) 
3 (4) 
4 (5) 
5 (6) 

7 (11) 
8 DEa 
g [Ea 
10 (12) 
11 (14) 
12 iEa 
13 CEn 

18 IE3 
19 iEa 
20 csa 

FIRED UP Funky Green Dogs ^M0raesml| 
RELEASE YO'SELF Transatlanlic Soul (Huge on import and nowdue here with more mixes) 
HAND IN HAND Grâce (Withmixes byJam B Mar, LegendB. Eddie Fingersand Oakenfold & Osborne) 
NARRA MINE Genaside II (Hardcore classic lotally reworked by Armand Van Helden and Wu Tang Clan) 
RED LETTER DAY Pet Shop Boys (A triplepackof mixes by Motiv8,BasementJaxxand TrouserEnthusiasts) 
JOY Nu Colours (Gospel garage producedby Maurice Joshua) 
ROCK THE FUNKY BEAT Natural Born Chillers (Biggestdrum & bass cutsince the Fugees bootleg) 
TESTIFY Urban Blues Project (With mixes from Roger S and Mousse T) 
TAKERE Salit Keita (MathewRobertsprovides some chunkyhouse mixes) 
THE BOSS The Braxtons (Old school disco revival in MastersAt Work style) 
NAKED & ASHAMED Dylan Rhymes (Big breakbeats andhowling 303s) 
THEN THE RAIN FALLS Blue Amazon (Epie trancer withAndyLing on the dub) 
NO ACCESS Hondy (A multitude of mixes trom Sneak, Hani, Eddie Fingers andothers) 
MAMA Restless Soul (Black Science Orchestra in disco dub style) 
CAN YOU FEEL THE HEAT The Carie Younge Project (Tough hardbag début for Danny Rampiing's newlabel) 
UP ALL NIGHT Superstars Of Rock (Eclectic dub house from this New York outfit) 
BAD BOY/LOVE EACH OTHER Wildchild (The Renegade Master with two more tough house cuts) 
NEVER MISS THE WATER Chaka Khan (Chaka's vocal is matched by some classy production from Frankie Knuckles) 
MIRACLE Olive (RoniSize and Monkey Mafia mixes plus house versions from Deep Dish) 
STRONGERSian (Powerful house mixes from Andy Ling and Stacker) 

IVICA/Twisted 
Deconstructlon 

Perfecto 
ffrr 

Parlophone 
Hi-Life 

Urban Takeover 
Soulfuric 

Mango 
Atlantic 

Junior Boy'sOwn 

Manifeste 
Slip'N'Slide 

Timewave 

Ultra 
Reprise 

ÎTCode-liipt 
îïCode-1145 
SC0I18-1134 
SCode-1146 
®Code-1147 

[SCade-1157 
î?Code-1148 
ÎPCode-1158 
©Code-1153 ■ 
©Code-1149 
©Code-1150 
©Code-1160 
©Code-1161 
©Code-11 
©Code-1163 
©Code-1164 
©Code-1165 
©Code-1166 
©Code-1167 
©Code-1168 

V6RYTHING BUT TH€ GIRL 
' IBEFÔR-E-4ÔBAY 1 ^  

I Remixes by Adam F, DarrenlEmerson. Dillinia and Chicane. | Taken from the platinum album Walking Wounded. Internet: http://www.ebtg.com 
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INTERNATIONAL FOCUS 
US CHARTWATCH 
Girls this week as Wannabe movesupthat final notch te reach numberone on Billboards Hot lOOchart. Besides becoming the first UK number one single in the US since Seal's Kiss Front a Rose in 1995, it is also the first single coming front these shores and not featuring in a film to top the US chart since RightSaidFred's tly five years 

UK WORLD HITS 
The MW guide to the top British performers 
in key markets (chart position in brackets) 

AUSTRALIA FRANCE 1 ,o BREATHE Ptodigy XI 1 (!•) SAY YOU'LI BE THERE 
Spice Girls Viraln 2 (i?i INSOMNIA 
ITL Mercurv 3 ijTi BARRELOFAGUN 
Spice Girls V,rSi„ 5 c ONTHEBIBLE ^ FMI ScercMUt . , — J 

AUSTRIA SWEDEN 

r" 

ISRAËL TALY 

ARTIST PREIFILE: DAVID BQWIE_ 
Nearly 14 years have passed since the commercial peakof the Let's Dance album, butwhen David Bowiespeaks the world is ready to listen. Fuelled byhis 50th birthdaym January and the release of new album Earthling.muchof the 

m 

Madison Square Garden. But, very; 
Ï^^^Outside S 

TRACKWATCH; 

Ta: 

NETWORK CHART VIRGIN RADIO CHART 



R&B SINGLES DANCE SINGLES Ihls last Tille Mis! Label Cal No. (Distribuior) ; 1 i« ISHOTTHESHERIFF WatrenG DefJatn/Mercuty 120EF31 (FI 
2 ta 1 LET ME CLEARMY THROAT DJKnol FF srican Recordings 74321452091 (BMG) 
3 2 DONT LET GO (LOVE) En Vogue EastWestA3976T(W) 4 3 REMEMBERME The BlueBoy Pharml2PHARMl (TRC/BMG) 5 1 AIN'TNOBODY Geffen GFST221951BMG) 
6 « OOYOUKNOW MichelleGaylelst Avenue/RCA CD:74321419282 (BMG) 
7 EJ JUSTTHEWAY Alfonzo Hunter Cooltempo 12C00L326 (E) 
8 6 WALK ON BY Gabrielle Go.BealG0DX159(Fl 
9 3 STEP BY STEP WtiilnevHousto, 1 Arista CD;74321449332 (BMG) 

10 5 TELL ME DniHill Fourth & Broadway I2BRW342 (F) 
11 10 PONY Ginuwine Epie 6641286 (SM) 
12 DAYSOFOURLIVEZ BoneThugs-N-H larmony EastWestA3982T|W| 
13 □3 INVISIBLE Public Demand ZTTZANG85T(W) 
14 11 DOYOUTHINKABOUTUS Total Puff Daddy/Arista 74321458491 (BMG) 
15 14 HORNY Mark Mom'son WEA CD:WEA 090CD1 (W) 
16 12 KNOCKS ME OFFMYFEET Donell Jones LaFace CD:74321458502(BMG) 
17 10 COLD ROCKAPARTY MCLyte EastWestA3975T(W| 
iF lï STREET DREAMS NAS Columbia6641306(SM) 
19 13 THERE AINT NOTHIN'LIKE THE LOVE Montage WildCard/Polydor 5733171 (F) 
W 18 COSMIC GIRL Jamiroquai Sony S2 00:6638295 (SM) 
21 ir FOREVER Damage Big Life CD:BLRDA 132(P) 
22 SO MANYWAYS TheBraxtons Atlantic A 5469T(W) 
23 22 WHAT'S LOVE GOTTO DO W1THIT Warren G featuring A dina Howard lntei5copBCO:910œ2(liiipon| 
2A "îT OVERANDOVER Puff Johnson Colombie CD 6540342 (SM) 
25 25 NO WOMAN, NO CRY Fngeas Columbia CD:6639922ISM) 
26 28 TWISTED Keith Sweat Eleklra EKR 223T (W) 
27" 19 YOU CANT STOP THE REIGN Shaquille O'Neal Interacope INT95522IBMG1 
Ï "â" NO DIGGITY Blackstreetfeaturin gDrDre lnlerscopelMTI295003(laipon| 

29 26 LOVING EVERY MINUTE Lighthouse Famil ly Wild Card/Polydor CD;5731012(F1 
30 FF WORD PERFECT KRSOne Jive JIVET418(P) 
31 29 SPACE COWBOY Jamiroquei Epie 4277827 (SM) 
32 31 iAINTMADATCHA 2Pac Dealh Row/lsland 12DRW 5 (F) 
33 30 SNOOPSUPSIDEYAHEAD S 1 1 featCWilson lnlerscop0lNT9552O(8MGI 
34 M" 1BELIEVE1CAN FLY R.Kelly JiveJIVE 424222 (Import) 
S" 24 WHOIS HE AND WHATIS HE TO YOU Me'shell Ndegeoi celle Ma»erick/RepriseW0387TIW) 
36" T REVIVAL Martine Girault RCA 74321432161 (BMG) 
37" FF HOW DO YOU WANT IT? 2 Pac featuring KC andJojo DeathRow/isiandi2DRw4(fl 
38 33 WITNESS EP Ann Nesby AMIPM 5875611 (F) 
39 FF CHAMPAGNE SaltNPepa MCA MCST 46025 (BMG) 
40" 36 ANGEL SimplyRed East West CD:EW074CD2 (W) 

>0114 . Compiled from data from a panel of indeper idents and speci alist mulriples. 

S 1 [«■» DAFUNK/MUSIQUE 
2 csâTET ME CLEAR MY THROAT 

LIFE'STOO SHORT 
□ BEAUTIFUL PLACE 

DJ Kool American Recordings 74321452091 (8MGI 

Parfeclo PERF 13îiï (W) 
m 12PHARM1 (TRC/BMG) 

8 CD ISHOTTHESHERIFF 
9 El JUSTTHEWAY 

AINT TALKIN' 'BOUT DUB 
:an Soul featuring India Talkin Loud TLX 20 (F) 

WonderboyWBOYOOSIF) 
ON ARAGGATIP'97 XL Recordings XLR 29 (W) 

Feverpitch 12FVR1015 (E) 
3 AMBER GROOVE Distinctive DISNT 25 (P) 

Champion CHAMP 12325 (3MV/BMG} 
3 TWO MASKS/BLACK DOMINA 

TAKE ME BY THE HAND 
20 20 GETUP(EVERYBODY) 

i DRIVE ME CRAZY Muttiply 12MULTY17 (TRC/BMG) 
Additive 12AD 007 (RTM/DISC) 

24 25 ALLi WANNADO VC Recordings VCRT15 (E) 
i DOYOUTHINKABOUTUS PuffDaddy/Arista 74321458491 (BMG) 

PladpusPLAT26|SR0) 
3 R1GHT AND EXACT Ore/XL Recordings AG 21 |W) 

! FEELINGS RUN SO DEEP 
3 ROCK THE BELLS Urban Sound Of Amste USA 3045 (Import) 

ans Of Dalliance Moving Shadovv SHADOW34 (SRD) 

DANCE ALBUMS 
HOMEWORK OaftPunk Virgin V2821/rCV2S2HEI g POLITICS & BULLSH*T Franlde Culless Epie 4869021/4863024 jSMI THE ANNIHi II ■ PEIETOWG & BOV GEC 4 6 SLOW JAMS 7ANNMC 96 [3MV/SM1 

THE SPEED OF SOUND 7 2 COLD KRUSH CUTS DOPE ON PLASTIC! 4 1 GINUWINE... THE BACHELOR KNOCKS ME OFFMYFEET 



VIDEO 
INDEPENDENCEDAY STARGATE MICHAEL RATLEYlord Of The Danc 

HARRYENFIELO AND CHUMS1997 
Walt Disney D272142 Walt Disney D212632 CIC Video VHA1924 BBC BBCV5954 Rrst Independent VA30305 

STAR TREK VOYAGER ■VOL 32 BARNEY'S IMAGI BRAVEHEART 
PolyGram Video TSP70141 

AstrionASTl035 1 PolyGram Video 6333583 3 JiveZVOZO 2 
WHILE YOU WERE SLEEP1NG Warner Home Video S014651 
RAPID RESULTS WITH BEVERLY CALLARD STAR TERK DEEP SPACE NINE - VOL 5.2 FATHER 0FTHEBRIDE2 SENSE AND SENSIBILITY WHEN AMAN LOVES A WOMAN JUMANJI MUPPETTREASUREISLAND 

Video Collection VC6552 7 Video Collection VC8566 8 CIC Video VHR4264 S Buena Vista D474182 1 Columbia Tristar CVHP24509 1 

INDEPENDENT SINGLES 

MICHAEL FLAUEYlofd OITlie Dance WL43I8SJ 3 BACKSTHEET BOYS;Backstreel Boys JireZVû20 BILL WHELANiRiverdance-TIie Show VCIVC64M BILLWHELANJLiverdance-The New Show VC6555 WOOLPACKERSEmmerdance BMG Video 74321442553 
UVECASTRECORDINGiLesMiseishlesInConced WeoCArioom OASIS:,..There&Then SMV2ai7022 
B0Y20NE:Live A! Wemblev WL431843 ROBSON & JEROMEJoking Apart BMG Video 74321395643 SVDNEY DEVINEUne Dancing Party Scotdisc VUTOO i TINA TDRNER:WildeslDreaiii Tour Feedback Fusion fD88l BOYZONESaid And Dono Wl 63600(13 THE PRODIGYElnclronic Punks XLRncordingsXLVOl? OASISrLive By The Sea PMI MVN49I4773 SHIRLEYBASSEViAn Audience With Aslrion AST1028 

INDEPENDENT ALBUMS, 
□3 BARRELOFAGUN 1 HEDON1SM (JUST BECAUSE...) 2 NANCY BOY 

THETHRILLOFITALL 

ÛUIT PLAYING GAMES 

IN HEAVEN SHE WALKS 

r Music FLOORCD4 (V) ndochina ID054CD (P) Jive JiVECO 409 (P) 

ior Boy's Own JBO 44 CDS2 (RTM/Di) Epitaph 64912 (P) Pfatipus PLAT26CD (SRD) Domino Recordings RUG51CD (P) Création CRESCD195 (3MV/V) BGP CDEVA001 (P) Création CRESCD248 {3MV/V) Big Life BLRDA132(P) 

(WHATS THE STORY) MORNING... UGLY BEAUTIFUL SPIDERS DEFINITELY MAYBE POPULATION FOUR THEITGIRL PARANOID & SUNBURNT 
BACKSTREET BOYS SECOND TOUGHEST IN THE INFANTS CASANOVA Divine Comedy WRITTEN IN RED Stranglers ENDTRODUCING... DJShadow THE COMPLETE Stone Roses 

Backstreet Boys 

Nude Elevator Music CDFLOORX2(V) Epitaph 64872 (P) Création CRECD189 (3MV/V) Echo ECHCD11 (V) Gut GUTCD1 (Tl) Création CRECD 169 (3MV/V) Dedicated DEDCD026 (RTM/Disc) Indolent SLEEPCD 012 (V) One Little Indian TPLP 55CD (P) Infectious INFECT 40CD (RTM/Di) Jive CHIP 169 (P) mior Boy's Own 

COUNTRY 

WITH YOU IN MIND 
Daniel O'Dom 
Dolly Parton 

Rilz RITZBCD 709 (P) Mercury 5328992 (F) singTide RTD 80326 (BMG) Ritz RITZCD 0078 (P) Grapevine GRACD102(F) Mercury 5228862 (F) 

THE ROAD TO ENSENADA 

BROTHERS IN ARMS PABLO HONEY TRACY CHAPMAN A NEW FLAME HOMEGROWN EROTICA 

GLOW TRAGIC KINGDOM STOOSH IXNAY ON THE HOMBRE THETHRILLOFIT AU NOW RAZORBLADE SUITCASE FREAKSHOW RESIDENT AUEN 

MCA MCD11500 (BMG) Arista 07822188182 (BMG) MCA MCD 11409 (BMG) 

GREATCOUNTRY SONGS BLUE IT MATTERS TO ME HIGH LONESOME SOUND STONES IN THE ROAD REVIVAL THE WAYISHOULD FRESH HORSES TIMELESS 

MCA MCD 11344 (BMG) RCA 07863668802 (BMG) Curb CURCD 028 (F) 1er Brothers 9362458722 (W) MCA MCD 11422 (BMG) Columbia 4776792 (SM) dmo Sounds ALMCD 011 (P) 1er Brothers 9362461882 (W) Capitol CDGB1 (E) Ritz RITZBCD 707 (P) 

MID-PRICE 

Simply Red KO Lang DireStraits 

ZH 9031745572 (W) East West 7567823582(W) East West 9031752842 (W) Sire 7599268402 (W) Vertigo 8244992 (F) Parlophone CDPCS 7360 (E) Elektra EKT44CD (W) Elektra 2446892 (W) A&M 5408282 (F) Sire 9362450312 (W) 

THE UNFORGETTABLE PIRE U2 CLASSIC HITS Varioi MTVUNPLUGGED lO.OOC Jl CALLQUITE GOOD The H 

SPOKENWORD 
Sony S2 4869402ISM) nterscope IND 90003 (BMG) lue Linlelndi TPLP 85CO|P| Epitaph E4872|P| Raw Power RAWCD115IP) rcordings SPK08544662 (KO) (nterscope IND90091 (W) 

MORE PORRIDGE [ l'M SORRVI HAVENT A CLUE 3 C WALLACE & GROMIT F ALADIN & THE KING OF THIEVES -READ. C THE LONGJOHNS-VOLUME2 J TOY STORY-STORnELLER C TOY STORY-READ ALONG 0 OEATHONTHENILE 0 SATUROAY NIGHT BEAVER - LIVE R R0UNDTHEH0RNE8 o 

BBC ZBBC1879 (P) BBC ZBBC1888 (P) BBCZBBC1947(P) Disney IWOC01914) (0181 310 5060 i Laughing Slock IAFFC59 (TRCI Wall Disney W0771534(CHE) Disney WD771414 (0181 8105060) 
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Fallout shelter provides 

idéal setting for KKIass 

PRO-AUDIO & RECORDING STUDIOS 

eonverting the Royal Observation Corps headquarters near Wrex- ham, and the resulting studio bas 
with a Soundtracs Jade S 48-ct nel in-line console with mov fader automation, Assigni 
ca^àbility, plus a Dynaudio M3 nionitoring System. he Jade because it's ; desk of its type," " ■ s of K Klass. having flsnng faders, mixing a much 

DOWN IN THE BUNKER: K KLASS IN THEIR NEW STUDIO remains fully equipped with pur- nlentv of rnr pose-built survival deWces such as air filtration Systems, tanks for washing contaminated clothing and specialised gauges to monitor 
Other less macabre features, 

well-sepa : and vari 
Strongroom setto 
opennew studios Three ncw studios are cur- 
London's Strongroom Studios 
early March. An SSL studio featuring a 4056 G+ console, large live room, separate vocal booth 
Strongroom's existing Neve and Euphonix studios. The facility will also benefit from a pre-mix room with 56 channel Mackie, a MIDI programming set-up and live room and an edit/CD 

Ail studios h tically des Dis irch. The wo is being carried out by Londi Sound, and the interiors w be by Jamie Reid, whose stri ing artwork has become sy onymous with Strongroom. A 300-capaoity bar/resta rant, the Weary Traveller, w 

Spirit joins Sadie 
atRoundhouse London-s Roundhouse Studio is nsing Spirit's new Folio Nolepad minimixer and Absolute Zéro nearfield studio monitors along- side its Sadie digital cditing Sys- tem. The setup is being used for CD mastering, digital editing and 

"The Sphit Folio Notepad is idéal as a source mixer for the dise 
Andy Kowalski. "Although the Sadie takes mostly digital inputs, the Notepad is great for mixing analogue inputs like turn tables. The Nolepad is just the job, com- 
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UK songwriter Graham Lyle has commissioned studio desigaars AVD to conslruct 
intendedlo complément Lyle's London facility built by the Company six years ago. "Although I record démos, sometimes even finished masters, the new room is 
well as ail the audio eguipment," Lyle says. "Mike Thorpe of AVD designed a fabulous room lor me in London which I use evety day, and which produces one of 

Swedish music collège 
pSumps for SSL consoles 
Solid State Logic has supplied SL 4000G+ consoles to the Royal University Collège of Music in Stockholm. Music is Sweden's third-largcst foreign currency earner, and the government-funded collège ts an example of the countiys policy of support for éducation and the arts. "We wanted the best we could absolutely afford, to make the col- lège an extraordinary place to attxact the very best students," savs studio director Bill Brunson. "We wanted a console that our students are likely to meet when theyleave the collège. Even rfthey do not go on to operate the console 

knowledge of what the sound neer is trying to achieve. S 
so fits ou a of nu s technically liter- ate," he adds. One of the new SSL-equipped studios is being used by ail stu- dents to gain practical experience of performing and recording. The other is for the college's Electro-acoustic composition pro- gramme, a six-year course which has been credited as one reason 

the band plan to add a pre-produc- tion suite once their schedule allows and eventually hope to operate the studio on a semi-com- 

NEWSFILE 
APRS restructures studio membership The Association of Professional Recording Services (APRS) has restructured its studio membership into one Studios Group, to encompass recording, mastering, post-production and project members. The Studios Group will be represented on the APRS board by Piers Ford-Crush of Edcn Studios. FX Reniais and Basf bave pledged sponsorship. The new group replaces the UK Studio Accord, whose membership consisted mainly of top-end facilities. 
Surrey Sound upgrades console Surrey Sound Studios has replaced the console in its main studio with a 56-channel SSL 4056E/G with Total Recall. The upgrade is part of an ongoing improuement programme. The next phase will be an extension of Studio 2's Neve desk. 
Mark IV sells off audio group Mark IV Industries has sold its audio group, including Electro-Voice, Klark Teknik and Midas, to Greenwich Street Capital Partners, a New York-hased private equity fund, in a deal believed to be worth S151.5m. The new group will he known as EV International. 
Software gives Macs red book mastering status Red book-quality CD mastering is new possible on the Macintosh with Astarte's upgraded professional audio CD recording software, TOAST CD-DA, Version 2.0 adds features such as drag-and-drop data sélection, support for SoundDesigner playlists, non-destructive cross-fades and level adjustments and non-silence gaps. 
Group One opens UK distribution centre Group One, the US distributor of audio and lighting products, has opened a UK Company as a sales and distribution centre for US- based manufaclurers. Based in Berkhamsted, Herts, Group One UK will be headed by Charlie Day and product Unes will inciude KRK Systems. Z-Systems Audio Engineering and Aardvark. 
The Human League convert to Otari Radar The Human League have become recent converts ta the Otari Radar digital hard-disk recording System. The band purchased a Radar from distributor Stirling Audio for their HLS studio in Sheffield where they are recording their next album for East West. 
SJP strengthens producer roster SJP Management has taken on four more producers, bringing its roster to a total of 11. The new additions are Robin Miller, Pat Moran, Roger Becherian and John Cornfield. 
Music Village opens Croydon branch Following the success of the Barnet, Herts, branch of the Digital Village, the Music Village Group has announced the opening of the Digital Village Croydon. Aimed at providing a knowledgeable service and good deals on pro-audio équipaient, the branch opens this month at 562 Brighton Road, South Croyden. 
FX Rentals' Nick Dîmes joins APRS committee FX Rentals marketing director Nick Dimes has been voted on to the APRS suppliers group committee. Other members inciude David Neal from BSS, Tom Gittins from Quantigy, Moni Boghal from BASF, Phil Dudderidge from Focusrite and Adrian Bailey from Studer. 
Nagra recorder scoops three honours The Nagra-D four-channel, open-reel digital recordcr has scooped three honours intheannual Stereophile magazine awards. The Swiss-manufactured recorder has been named 1936 product of the year, digital source of the year and editor's choice. 
Ange) Studios gets Romeo And Juliet taped Angel Studios has recorded the soundlrack te Baz Luhrman's latest film, a contemporary American version of Romeo And Juliet. The score was recorded live with a 70-piece orchestra and 40-strong choir on ta 48 track-digitel Sony, mixed by Jeff Fosier in Dolby six- way surround sound. 
Music Trackmoves to new headquarters Mark Of The Unicorn's UK distributor MusicTrack has moved to a new address. The company is now based at 9a High Street, Shefford, Bedfordshire SG175DD, tel 01462 812010, fax 01462 814010. 
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PRO-AUDIO & RECORDING STUDIOS 

Laliel: Matador Records 
neer: Mili Adhikari io:BBCSludios (Maida1 

Dalaware Road, London W9. ings: BBC Resources. Broadcasting House, Portland Place, m, W1A1AA, Tel; 0171-7653262. FAX:0171-7653201 The BBC's huge recording amplex in Maida Vaie ne of the best kepl secrets of the recording business. Although it is lercially availabie, 

STUDIO UPDATE 
Neville Farmer reports on the latest UK recording activity 

■—■— ■—■— 

I ; 

the importance ot captunng good performance over techr perfection. "We usually tend 

BEDLAM A GO GO Project; mixing album and single DUBSTAR 
tially Pave Studio Four was of-the-art for comfort, but soon warmed to the place. "The only thing that's a bit daunting is 

Recording Studios 

Design and Construction 

ONE STOP SOLUTION 

The integrated Building service for 
Recording, Post Production and Broadcast 

Tel: +44 (0)171 594 5650 
Mobile: 0S31 106 655 

100703.1227@conipuserve.com 
http://ivww.avdco.com/ 

Label: Sony S2 Producer/engineen Clive Martin Studios: The Pierce Room, Pierce 
Caroline Street, LondonWC 9QH. Tel: 0181-5631234. Fax: 0181-563 1337. After cutting basic tracks at Castleford Studios in Leeds and Liverpool's Pair Street, producei Clive Martin decided to mix in London, "It was my first time in the Pierce Room and I was particularly impressed by the monitoring," says Martin. "I mixed four tracks there and it's 

studio in Surrey. The live roc large and includes a live echc " uge Neve VR 
room and it is this which initially attracted Martin. "I love Neves and work on them whenever I 
that many of them in London which are affordable and availabie," he says. The availability of SoundTools at the Pierce Room also belped Martin with the Bedlam A Go Go project. "Theyre a bit like a modem day Clash," he says. "But 
band it's ail samples and loops. The two guitarists play in very différent styles. One is pure punk 
Gilmour abigwr 

Producer Stephen Hague Engineer; Richard Norris Mixing: Mike Spike' Drake Studios: Real World Studios, Mill Lane, Box, Corshara, Wilts SN13 8PL Tel: 01225 743188. Fax: 01225 744370. RAK Studios, 42-48 Charlbert Street London, NWS 7BU. Tel; 0171 586 2012. Fax: 0171 722 5823. Tm not much of a studio hopper and prefer to use eithor Real World or Rak when l'm in the UK," says Stephen Hague. He's equally choosy about bis engineers and sticks loyally to Richard Norris and Spike Drake. The basic programming and démos for the Dubstar album, which is tentai 

studio before the project moved to Hague's new facility in Woodstock, NY. There the tracks were transferred from ADAT to Hague's new Otari Radar 24- track hard disk recorder. Hague is full of praise for Hillier's writing and programming and admits that a fair amount of the original démos made it through to the album. "He's very talented and very prolific. I think he's probably the Vince Clarke of his génération," 
After the initial work in New York, Hague and Norris decamped to Real World to be joined by vocalist Sarah ofthe normally 1 work with totally live bands, but 1 didn't treat it that diflerently. We did it live with 

innd. Here the tracks w ransferred to twin Sony 3324 nachines, which Hague finds •referable to working on a single 

practical one, since they ail live in différent parts of the UK. Hague also likes the place. "Everything here is top notch. Jacquie Turner is my favourite 
regular customer, I have a good relationship with the company when I need dates at short notice," he says. "Technically, the maintenance department is a really crack team and there is rarely a problem that they can't fix while you wait." Hague intends to mix on RAICs SSL desk. The new Dubstar album will be longer than its predecessor Disgraceful, with maybe as many as 16 tracks. It will also feature more 
it's about 80% programmed, but we're adding live bass, drums and guitar so it will probably end up about half and half," says 
MONSERRAT CABALLE Project: album Label: BMG Classics, Germany Producer: Mike Moran Studio: Master Rock Studios, 248 Kilburn High Road, London NW6 2BS. Tel: 0171-3721101. Fax: 0171-328 6364. Sensible Music, 92-96 Brewery Road, London N7 9NT. Tel: 0171-700 9900. Fax; 0171-609 8701. The idea of a duets album between Spanish diva Caballe and a curious collection of artists from around the world was mooted last Mardi and it took 

"The logistical problems of getting a world-famous and busy opéra singer together with ail 
producer MikeSMoran.'"The that we've got two thirds of 

Among the artists guesting on the project are Johnny Logan, John Famham, Deep Forest, Bruce Dickinson, Mexican superstar Juan Gabriel, Michael Bolton, Vangelis, Gino Vanelli, 

Focusrite in Master Rock Studios, with Tony Tavemer engineering. Tavemer and Moran are planning to move to Sensible Music to record vocals and final overdubs before mixing on the new iully-loaded 96- Channel Euphonix. Musically, the album should prove an interesting cocktail. Deep Forest will probably weave their own magie on samples from the singer. Otherwise Bruce Dickinson has done a duet of Bohemian Rhapsody, prolonging Caballe's relationship with 
compromise what an opéra singer can do," says Moran. "The trick is to find the right piece of music for both voices. On Bohemian Rhapsody she sings the truly operatic rhapsody with 17 musicians and 30 singers while Bruce sings the rock stuff." As a complété contrast, a classic piece of Hollywood string 
the version of Put The Weight On My Shoulders, recorded with Gino Vanelli. "It makes the song work botter for her than it would with a rhythm section," says 
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The console that defines a 

world dass recording facility 

r* 

b yooD 

H SARM WEST 
"We chose the SSL 9000 ) Sériés for Studio One because of its superb sonic quality, and respect for SSL's advanced audio circuitry, operational facilities, and comprehensive automation." 

Bill Ward ■ Tecbnical Manager ■ Sarm West ■ London 

Solid State Logic 
Icmational Hcadquarlcrs: Begbrokc, Oxford 0X5 1RU, England • Tel: +44 (1865) 842300 Fax: +44 (1865) 84: (2)n262 24956 -Tokyo +01 (3) 54 74 11 44 ■ New York +1 (212) 315 1111 ■ Los Angeles +1 (213) 463 4444 -Toronlo htlp^Avww.solid-slalc-logic.com 



PRO-AUDIO & RECORDING STUDIOS 

In search of the perfect mix 
NEVILLE FARMER REPORTS ON THE RANGE OF CONSOLES AND MONITOR SYSTEMS FAVOURED BY TODAY S REMIX KINGS 

popular, such as 
)0 Ultra-Harmonisers, the SSL console and the Yamaha NSIO nearfield monih under threat from the celopments in speaker design, hard-disk editing systr " most notably, the Eut ' île. ie Euphonix is one of the best sounding consoles l've heard " says Gary Langan, ex-member of The Art Of Noise and producer of My Life Story's recent Top 40 singles. "The automation takes some getting used to, but the depth jtofitis wonderful." One of the most attractive re Euphonix is the 

the settings on the desk to be recorded and recalled at the ress of a button. Trevor Hom as one of the first to work on re of the US-designed 
has subsequently had Euphonix installed in both Sarm studios. Meanwhile Sarm West's flagship room features the first "IL 9000J console, which boasts 

med at the mLxing market. "I think a lot of engineers find e Euphonix so différent from e industry standard SSL, that the/re not willing to change," says Sarm engineer Richard 

the radio", he says. Although Stent uses Logic Audio through ProTools, he lets other people do the programming for him. "It'e my responsibility to get the balance right and the overall sound. I can't do two jobs at once," he says. According to Stent, mixing Spice Girls was the normal challenge of getting what was on the tape sounding right. However, U2 demanded a totally différent approach. "You don't just mix what's on tape, you keep recording ail the time while you're mixing. The thing is, you've got to be ready to record at any stage during the recording and the mix," he says. Stent recorded and mixed much of the U2 material in the band's own studio on a reconditioned Sixties BBC Neve Le says, "You plug something into it and it sounds so rich and full. If you'd put that through an Sf ' 

other hand, prefers 1 technology of the KRK, monitors and the ProTools hard-disk recording System. They allow me to put together a performanc 
which I wasn't able to do by bouncing takes on tape," he says "If a drummer isn't very good, but he has a real sense of the music, I can put his performancr through Steinberg's He-cycle 
timing but keep his feel." Another engineer with a preference for the traditional is 

THE FAR SIDEOF MIXING 
Although sound recording and mixing processes are bound by the laws of physics, there are still those who talk about mystery ingrédients, One such is engineer Keith Bessey who believes that, for most of the Eighties, few CDs were correctly masfered. "When I was remastering a version of Be Bop A Lula for Clitf Richards' Silver album I put an etfect on which really brought out a lot that had been buried in the original mixes. Cliff suggested that 1 did a similar thing to The Hit List." After long research, Bessey came up with his patent and hugely secret BRP System which, he claims, makes listeners feel as if they're in the room with the muslcians. Former Sixties pop star Emile Ford is another who claims he has developed a miraculous means to improve the sound of final mixes. Back when his band the Checkmates were in the charts with What Do You Wanl To Make Those Eyes Al 

Me For?, Ford was famed for his superb live sound. Now his EFS System reads the room and allows an engineer to set the basic EQ for each instrument in a matter of moments. From then mixing becomes a simple process of applying effects and pushing the faders. Again, the resuit is not unlike being in the room with the musicians. Ford's System is guaranteed to irrifate other engineers, since it often requîtes them to do the reverse of what their training and instincts tell them. But it has advocates such as Tony Taverner who used EFS on a number of live recordings by Tina Turner and Sting and was impressed by the way it helped speed up the mix. Now Jeff Allen of Sensible Music has added EFS to his list of represented clients "Non- tcchnical people seem to prefer it to lechnical people," he says. "The mix Tony did of Sting and The Gypsy Kings live was transformed by Emile's system. It sounded so intimate." 

Roy Spong. A mix at Abbey Road co with The Beatles Anthology mixes and so Spong was able to 
venerable outboard equipment such as GML Stereo EQ and Fairchild compressors. But his favourite new toy is the dbxl20 Sub-Harmonic Synthesiser. "It fattens out ail the bass sounds which is great if you're mixing indie bands for club play. It makes ail the différence," he 

Ether, Rub Ultra, El 

hi-fi speaker has also been challenged by such as Professional Monitor Companys PMC range, Meyer's HD-ls, Acoustic Energ^s AE range and KRK. Other bigger speakers which meet mixers approval are the Dynaudio moniters installed in The Pierce Room and the Tom- Hidley-designed Systems at Nomis. "The big PMCs there are the best monitors l've ever heard," 
them to mix Sting's live recordings at Sensible Music. "I don't see much point in using ordinary speakers. I haven't done 

quality hi SpendorBCl speaker." The pro-radio mix view is supported by Mark "Spike" Stent, who engineered and mi 
as Spice Girls' singles and was 

Hugh Padgham and Mike lining up in support, the 

HOWTO DO IT HOME ALONE 

radio m: toRadii 

ot that fussy about it 
e listening to," he says. ''I ence mixes on three other 

30 

Remixing at home has corne a long way from the early days of acid house white labels, Ataris and Pro24. Now the equipment of choice ranges from Power PCs and Logic Audio sequencers to ADAT and Tascam digital eight-tracks or hard-disk recorders such as Atari's impressive Radar. Fully automated consoles are also available which, like Yamaha's digital 02R digital mixer, fit easily on to a desk top. But engineers working at home still have a preference for desks with knobs by Soundlracs, Soundcraft, Amek, Allen and Healh and the American Mackie boards. "I have a 32 into 8 buss Mackie with Ultramix automation and the Ultrapilot remote unit," says Tony Mansfield who recently produced Duke's Top 20 hit, So In Love With You and is known for his work with acts including B52s and A-ha. "It's very simple to use and takes much of the stress out of mixing. A lot of facilities are available through the Sadie System, which I use to re-edit vocals and guitar parts," he adds. Nevortheiess, Mansfield jfiten chooses Abbey Road 3, 

Ridge Farm or The Stone Room'î Euphonix in Acton for his final mixes. "Sometimes you need to go to a commercial studio to make sure the work gets done. You can burn yourself out working at home. You start suffering from mix fatigue," he 
Chris Hughes is another Mackie owner. He is looking to buy a Radar to augment the old Mitsubishi 32-track, 16 tracks of ProTools hard disk and 24 tracks of ADAT installed in his studio outside Bath. But Hughes prefers to mix at Metropolis. "I particularly like the automation and the professional quality support system," he says. Remix duo The Rapino Brothers, on the other hand, have invariably used their own £80,000 studio, in north London, when working on tracks by acts such as Take That. Space, Wang Chung and Kavana. It includes 48 tracks of hard-disk recording around a 56-channel Mackie console. "We usuallymix in here because we know the sound of the room and we know the monitors. You don't really have time to get confident in another studio," says Rapino Marco 
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MORE THAN A LEGEND 
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VX MUSIC RECORDING & MIXING CONSOLE 
VXS MULTI-FORMAT PRODUCTION CONSOLE 
World's premier music production console 

Audio quality against which ail other mixing consoles 
are judged 
Neve formant spectrum EQ and dynamics in each channel 
8 mono/4 stereo auxes when tracking, up to 48 auxes 
when mixing 
Master status switching for tracking, mixing and broadcast 
Colour TFT screen in meter bridge provides sight-level 
automation data and Recall displays 
Encore automation/mix data interchange with AMS Neve 
digital consoles 

VXS Multi-Format consoles additionally provide 
Monitoring and output configurability 
Up to 8 discrète outputs/4 stereo pairs 
Monitoring indépendant of main outputs 
Support for three additional 8-track ATRs/dubbers, or 
2nd multitrack 
Additional stereo guide track inputs 
Pec/Direct paddle switches for monitor select and 
Optional music and dialogue dual track faders 
Optional assignable joystick panners 



A SOUD YEAR OF ACHIEVEMENT 

LAYS FOUNDATION FOR GROWTH 
WHILE NO-ONE IS ABOUT TO CLAIM IT WAS A BREAKTHROUGH YEAR, 1996 D1D SUCCEED IN SHOWING THAT JAZZ HAS A 
WIDER AUDIENCE IF THE MARKETING MIX IS RIGHT. COLIN IRWIN REPORTS ON THE RETURN OF THE FEELGOOD FACTOR 

cas- 
Many crédit London-l broadcaster Jazz FM wi providing 

:es, no appréciable growth i or market share oither. But, judging from the smiles on the faces of ail those directly 

m Sieff, head of jazz at 
with lup hop, jungle and ho 
Either way selling titles v 

SWINGING LONDONER'S SUCCESS 

nonths. The story is repeated at 
New Note joint m; or Graham GrifBths es that the final quarters ■vere the besthehad kno' 

selling artist Kenny G - even though the man himself cites Charlie Parker, John Coltrane and Sonny Rollins among his 
his smooth saxophone, plus guest appearances by such as Toni Braxton and Babyface, obviously appealed to a public who would not ordinarily be drawn to the jazz racks, and helped Aiista sell over 70,000 units of The Moment The depth of G's appeal o be read in the refusai of 

Jd Kenny G: broad appeal beyond jazz 

THE MOMENT-Kenny G FOREVER ELU-Ella Fitzgerald THE BEST JAZZ ALBUM,,,EVER! - Varions ESSENTIAL ELU - Ella Fitzgerald PURE JAZZ M00DS-Varions BREATHLESS - Kenny G THE BEST OF ELU FITZGERALD THE UNFORGETTABLE VOICE OF NAT KING COLE THE BEST OF THE GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA D THE BUCK BOX OF JAZZ -Varions 1 THAT'S JAZZ-Varions 2 THE ESSENTIAL BILLIE HOLIDAY 3 FEELING G00D...THE VERY BEST OF NINA SIMONE 4 THE CHRISTMAS ALBUM - Nat King Cole 5 MODERN DAY JAZZ STORIES - Courtney Pine 

Verve 

MCA Hallmark Koch Castle EMI 
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died," says Richard Cook, head of jazz at PolyGrara, "Her whole catalogue subsequently sold extremely well. But it probably would have done alright anyway. You only have to look at an artist like Nina Simone, who also had a tremendous year with next to no promotion, to see the kind of sales you can get with the right kind of catalogue." The strong presence of other evergreens such as Nat King Cole, BilUe Hohday and Glenn Miller among the 1996 best sellers only serves to amplify Cook's point. Nevertheless, despite the général optimism, there were still one or two flat notes sounded. Top jazz compilation album of the year came, unsurprisingly, from Virgin. Its attempt at applying pop marketing techniques to the genre with The Best Jazz... Ever compilation threw together a curious set of bedfellows ranging from Weather Report and Dave Brubeck to Nat King Cole and Léon Redbone. Although the release clocked up in the région of 60,000 sales, aggregate TV, radio and press advertisements are believed to have cost the label approximately two pounds per album. Significantly, Virgin has no plans for a follow-up. "This level of marketing spend begins to make sense if it helps to drive catalogue," says Steve Pritchard, commercial marketing director at Virgin. "It's hard to justify it on product sales alone." This is exactly the kind of analysis which Britain's most celebrated jazz musician, Courtney Pine, believes shouldn't be applied too stringently to the genre. One of the few British players left signed to a mqjor label, Pine's Talkin Loud release Modem Day Jazz Slories - on 
American musiciana such'as trumpeter Eddie Henderson, guitarist Mark WhitBeld, bassist Charnette Moffette and singer Cassandra Wilson - controversially mixed jazz with scratch and hip hop and was shortlisled for a Mercury Prize. As a resuit it surfaced at number 

Being young, gifted, white and British are not usualiy the qualities needed to endear a new artist to jazz audiences. But the signs are that Linn Records artist Claire Martin is only a release away from taking the jazz world by storm. The 24-year-old Londoner, ho mixes material by mriters such as Iruing Berlin and Harold Arien with Blossom Dearie, Toni Waits and Kate Bush, has been singing professionally since she left stage school at 16. Her début i, The Waiting Game, was released in 1992 and her subséquent success can be measured by the fact that she voted the best British vocalist at the 1995 British Jazz 
Licensed to Honest Entertainments in the US, Martin's last album, Old Boyfriends, was well-received by jazz radio and reached her 18 on the Gav/nchart. It enough to prompt Glasgow- based Linn Records ta record New York with top American musicians such as Gregory Hutchinson (drums). Peter Washington (bass) and Antonio Hart (sax). The résultant album, Make This City Ours, is released on March 17 and there's a growing belief among jazz cognoscenti that it will turn Martin into an 
"We're convinced that this will be the album to break her," says Linn Records' label manager Philip Hobhs. "Honest have done a fantastic job so far ' they are planning a comprehensive marketing campaign around the US release in August." 

Make This City Ours is to be launched with a week-long residency at Ronnie Scott's Club in London where Martin will doubtless reveal that she is on a mission to turn young audiences on to jazz. Tm certainly trying to reach people ot my own âge," she says. 'Tm not ultra-feminist, but I want to get away from that woman-as-victim thing. I sing lyrics that aren't sexist or old hat. I sing jazz because 1 love the improvisational freedom and the fact that you can do five gigs knowing that each one will be différent." The album has already been playlisted by Jazz FM and will be supported by press advertising and a European tour during March and April. And then there's that trip to the US scheduled in the sommer which has Martin particularly excited. "I want to go to America and say 'Yes, we can swing... we're white. but we're alright'," she says. 
15 in the year-end charta. "There is no shortage of talent in this country," says Pine. "But the UK industry refuses to take full advantage of the of 

"It was hard to get any jazz album to break into fxve figures," he says. "But there has definitely been a lot of growth during the last year." Sony's Sieff agréés that Columbia names such as Grover Washington Jnr, Aziza Adoh, Wynton and Branford Marsalis and Tony Williams continue to thrive at retail. "Obviously we did a good business on back 
where every média opportunitv counts" in 1996, but was otherwise greatly encouraged by sales of contemporary artists, such as Herbie Hancock, Al DiMeoIa, John McLaughlin and 

le says. 
musicisgoing." Which ie forward, with an exciting mix of old styles and new slants with which jazz labels are confident they will attract new buyers in 1997. m MUSIC WEEK 22 FEBRUARY1997 



Jazz from every âge 
Colin Irwin previews allthe important forthcoming re 

ie Mystic Rhythm Section and 

RCAVICrOR 

ANXIVERSARY 
The FirsLLabeLIn Jazz^. I— Sat 

RCA Victor made liistory on February 26th, 1917 with die release of the first ever jazz record: The Original Dixieland Jass Band's Livery Stable Blues. 
THE COMPLETE RCA VICTOR 80TH ANNIVERSARY SERIES 1997 

Expérience 80 years of jazz through RCA Victor's 8-Disc Anniversary Sériés, tracing the / évolution of jazz through its legendary catalogue. Each volume will présent a decade of 7 essential recordings from 1917 to 1997. |\ 1 
• Limited édition 10" vinyl of Livery StMe Blues (Promotional) • 80th Anniversary 8-track CD Samp^g- • Major marketing campaign to support year-long Anniversary   célébrations with co-op and solus radio & press advertising Voit • High profile publicity campaign commences w/c 24 February through features in\he mainstream music press, national press and specialist jazz média.   • Extensive Jai fm promotions runuing through the year . Direct markemtg campaigns via BMG jazz database 

Order now from BMG on 0121 50Q, £>o78 / 
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CELEBRATES«OYEARS OFJAZZ 
eight CDs in lavishly packaged boxed 

"I think lhat with the Miles Davis/Bill Evans boxed-set Sony bas proved there's a market outtherefor something thal's historié and of real quality," says Grainne 

CLASSiC REISSUE 

m 
Release date : AAarch 17 
MILES DAVIS & GIL EVANS The Best of Miles Davis & Gil Evans 
TONY WILLIAMS TRIO Young At Heart audiophile recordlng. 

OW ML'il •] r/i ■ WMâiW WJ 
Release date : March 31 

MILES DAVIS Kind Of Bluecxsivss 
DAVE BRUBECKTime Out«65,22 ■ MILES DAVIS Porgy & Bessc^ 
LOUIS ARMSTRONG Louis Armstrong Plays WC Handy «54925 • HERBIE HANCOCK Headhunters «55,23 
Release date : April 7 

s
LiSLN CENTER JA2Z ORCHESTRA Blood On The Fields ,3-co, UK première performance ot the Barbican Centre, Londe^March lï" 3"CD fea,u,in3 vocolilk Cessandro Wllson and Jon Hcndricks with the Lincoln Center Jorz Orchestr 

ALL SONY JAZZ DEALERSHIP SCHEME MEMBERS ARE NAMED CHECKEO IN ALL SONY JAZZ PR1NT ADVERTISING - FOR DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT YOUR SONY REPRESENTATIVE OR CALL TELEMARKETING ON 01296 391530 [ ■ i ^ - rry 
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^RTIST/riTLE LABEL RELEASEDATE MEPIA CAMPAIGN àSSS in the national and teen press backed by nationwide 
The Journey Virgin February24 sso Dosters There will be displays with Virgin, Menzies and independents.. ^ TV ads will run regionally on ITV and Channel Four and there will be radio 

ads on Classic FM with WH Smith. There will be co-op press ads ?hfs collection of songs from the musical will be press advertised m OX f and the ManchesterEvening «ewswith other régional newspapers cominq on board as the show tours the UK. There will be advertising in the dance and indie press including NME, Melody Makertmd Blues & Sou/which will tie il) with the current single, Ads will run in Loaded, NME, MelodyMaker- including a co-op with Dur Price Observer ûwith HMV, Se/ectwith Virgin and The Independent with Andys. There will be nationwide posters and retail displays. Ads in the music and national press will be backed by nationwide posters. 

ADIEMUS2 . Virgin February 17 
DARREN DAY Summer Holiday RCA Febmary24 m 
DJ KOOL Let Me Clear My Throat BMG/RCA February 24 WÊBÊÊÊÊÊÊ THE EELS Beautiful Frcak Dreamworks February 24 io 
GENE DrawnTo The Deep End Polydor February 17 WÊÊCÊÊÊÊÊ a mailoutto fans and three fan convention evemngs.^■■■ Hl GRAVITY KILLS Gravity Kilis Virgin February 17 m " posters through independents. There will be radio ads on Kiss and Choice and ads m the speciahst press. Displays will run with selected independent retailers. ^ ALFONZO HUNTER Black A Da Berry Cooltempo February 24 mm JAMES Whiplash MercurY/Fontana February 24 m: " There will be extensive in:slore support and nationwide posters. JEAN MICHEL JARRE Oxygen7-13 MANSUN Attack Of The Grey Lantern ENNIOMORRICONE 

Epie 
Parlophone 
Polydor 

February 17 □1113 
a 

There will be ads on Channel Four and co-op press ads. In-store displays will run with multiples and selected independents. TV ads will run during TFI Friday supported by press ads. There will be club promotion, a mailout to fans and in-store promotions.  February 17 , . « album will be advertised in the national press including the Badio Times. ORB Orblivion Island February 24 fflLÎ Press ads will run in 77me Oufwith fowerwhich is running a Piccadilly window display, HerbGarden, MelodyMaker, NME, Select and Wire. JOCELYN POOK Deluge Virgin February 24 mm Radio ads will run on Classic FM with WH Smith and there will be press ads m The Guardian with Virgin. There wijl also be in-store displays. RACHMANINOV Brief Encounters Erato February 24 mm Ads will run on Classic FM and Melody FM and in The Guardian, The Independent, Sunday Times and Empire. 808 STATE Don Solaris WEA February 24 m This album will be re-released next Monday and promoted with ads in the NME, MelodyMaker and the specialist dance press. SUZANNEVEGA Nine Objects Of Desire A&M February 24 mm There will be radio ads on Virgin VRM, listening posts with MVC and HMV and press ads in G, Tme Oui. NME, The Independent and Guardian. VARIOUS Anokha - Soundz OfThe Asian Underground VARIOUS Brits 97 SonyTV/Columbia 
February 24 mz*! 

□OBB 

There will be press ads in NME, StraightNo Chaserand MixMagmth HMV. The album is an Dur Price recommended reiease and will feature on Virgin VMR and listening posts, There will also be a poster campaign. TV ads will run on Channel Four and in selected ITV régions for two weeks. There will be ads on The Box and on Virgin FM plus press ads. VARIOUS The Classic Lovers Album VARIOUS 
Deutsche Grammophon 
PolyGram TV February 17 m 

□OHBL'Ij 
This album will be press advertised in Classic CD and Classic FM magazine from reiease. There will be TV ads on Channel Four, BSkyB, The Box, MTV and selected ITV régions, radio ads on Kiss and Galaxy and press ads in ; 

VARIOUS Loud/RCA FunkmasterFlex Présents The MixTape Vol.2 
outnow Bii3 Radio ads will run on Choice and Kiss and there will be press ads in Hip Hop Connection, Touch, Echoes, Blues & Soul, MixMag and Sky. The campaign includes nationwide street posters and a database mailout. VARIOUS Girl Power GlobalTV February 17 nMmm Ads will run nationaliy on Channel Four and regionally on ITV. There will 1 be ads on Capital and the Network Chart Show backed by press ads. VARIOUS The MotherOf AU Swing Mix Albums 

Telstar out now □OSc * There will be ads on Channel Four and in the ITV Carlton, LWT, Central, HTV and Granada régions. Radio ads will run on Kiss, Capital, Galaxy and BRMB and there will be posters in London and Birmingham. VARIOUS Nu Classic Soul Cooltempo February 24 □EH Si 3 TV ads will run on Channel Four and satellite stations with radio ads on r Kiss and Choice, There will be specialist and style press advertising. VARIOUS Once In A Lifetime Telstar February 24 CEmm Adswill run nationaliy on Channel Four and regionally on ITV. Radio ads will run on Virgin, national ILR stations and gold stations. VARIOUS MinistryOf Sound February 17 mmzz This David Morales remix album will be radio advertised on Kiss, Galaxy and Choice backed by press ads and posters in London and key régions. VARIOUS SpaceAndBeyond Sllva Screen outnow □lHil3; This sci-fi movie thèmes album will be TV advertised on the Sci-Fi Channel, BSkyB and Bravo. There will be advertising in UCI cinémas. VARIOUS Voices From Heaven ' RCA Victor outnow mm national press ads. There will be retail displays. ^Compiled by Sue Sillitoe; 018 1-767 2255 Ol TV BÉd RADIO PRESS " PnSTFRS J 

ARTIST I JAMES-WHIPLASH Record label: Mercury/Fontana Media agency/executive: Target/Rob Wilkerson Product manager: Matt Thomas Creative concept; James/Blue Source Mercury is launching a highly visual marketing campaign to promote the new James album, Whiplash, which is 
. due out next Monday. The campaign wiH build slowly but will aim to capitalise on the band's current radio success with the single She's A Star. The main thrust of the campaign is press led with ads in a variety of titles including û, Select, Vax, Mojo, The Times, Independent, Guardian, NMEand MelodyMaker. There will be extensive in-store and window displays with multiples and indépendant retailers and a nationwide street poster campaign. 

CAMPAIGNS OF THE WEEK 

36 

COMPILATION NU CLASSIC SOUL 1 Record label; Cooltempo I Media agency/executives: CIA, [ TMD/Justin Stracey, Gareth Jones 1 Product manager: Aaron Moore I Creative concept: Ollie Weait I Examples of the new genre 1 championed by Radio One DJ Trevor 1 Nelson are being released a compilation through Cooltempo and I backed by a marketing campaign primarilytargeting black audiences. Nu Classic Soul, due out next Monday, features tracks by D Angelo, Maxwell and Mica Paris and will be TV advertised on Channel Four and satellite stations. Radio ads will run on Kiss and Choice and there will be press ads in Blues & Soul, Echoes and Touch followed by a campaign in the style press. There will also be s reet posters in London and a launch night atthe Hanover Grand^ 
1 MUSIC WEEK 22 FEBRUARY1997 
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FRONTLINE 
/gjglD THE COU NIER ^ 

ANDREW GILMOUR, West End Records; Clydebank "Sofar Blur's album hasfulfilledhighexpectationsand, with ils 
potentiai to yield more singles, it could be destined for a long shelf-life Our best-selling single this week bas been No Doubt and it bas given sales of the album a shot m the arm. James bave aise been doing well with most customers snapping up the limited second and third versions Everyone is asking for the album now so that is definitely one to look forward to. There seems to be a very strong buzz around the Brits nominees this year and sales of the compilation are beginning to pick up. We're also running promotions around the EMI and PolyGram contenders with albums priced at around £10. We always do well on the Brits the weekend after the TV screening of the show and usually continue to get good sales figures for a couple of weeks afterwards." 

ON THE ROAD 
JULIE BEERLING, 3mv rep for south east "We've had a really good start to this year with Top 40 hits from the likes of Geneva, Suede, Boo Radleys and 3 Colours Red. The Ministry Of Sound album has done exceptionally well. This week we've got the Ed Bail single called Love Is Blue with an album out in March. He's been standing in Waterloo station giving out blue roses to passers-by. Elsewhere, singles-wise, Daft Punk, No Doubt and Warren G are doing well and the Blur album is going well, but 1 dont see it appealing heyond the fans, l'm getting asked ail the time about Oasis and when the next album is coming out and people are also asking about new albums from U2, The Prodigy and Depeche Mode. We've got a single and album from Smaller with the single featuring Noël Gallagher on guitar, a new single from Peter André to coincide with his UK tour and coming up in March singles from Stéréophonies and 18 Wheeler." 

THE SHOPS THIS WEEK 
newreleases Reports on tfie performance of Blur were mixed. iginning of the week by notordering enough copi 

February sale: In-store - Mansun, Ministry Of Sour ssion 7, Nuyorican Soul, Shine soundtrack, The Source, ixwell, My Life Story; Press ads - Maxwell, Alfonzo Hunter A Classic Soul, Bush, Ben Folds Five, Entombed, Alisha's Attic 
E3HMV 

PRE-RELEASE ENQUIRIES 

ADDITIONAL FORMATS KNOW 

IN-STORE 

MULTIPLE CAMPAIGNS 
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ALBUMS ■ RELEASES FOR 24 FEB-2 MAR 1997: 312 ■ YEAR TO DATE: 2,416 
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APPOINTMENTS 

KVV 

SICK OF THE CORPORATE WORLD E READY TO MOVE YOUR TALENT TO A DE AND AMBITIOUS COMPANY. 

Very active independent music label, covering world Ciuith a heavy South Af rican emphasisD jazz, indigenous and electric, is looking for a rough eut ail rounder uiith uiorldiuide connections. You luill have to spread and sell a unique concept using international marketing and distributio skill and experience. 
Don?t expect first elass travel and expense account lifestylé but a performance related salary / pension and BUPA are available. 

M.E.L.T 2000 6c Littlehampton Rd, Worthing, West Susses, BN13 1QE 

St'Tt>l>iC MCIACISt 
Packaging Sales — Multi Media 

Attractive Salary and Benefits Package 
EuropVs Icadtng designer and manufacturer of rigid board presentat.nn pac^gmg se^ number of Sales Executives to undertake a pivotai rôle in mcreas.ng rts market sector shares both the U.K. and Europe within the Multi Media and Mostc Markets. Expericnced in either the print or packaging industries, the candidate must have a prov tracfc record of technical/design driveh sales and a good working knowledge of the pr industry and process. Knowledge of the U.K. Multi Media market is essent.al and understanding of business development stratégies for Europe is désirable. In a mon, proj* management skills and the ability to build rclationships with key customers arc prcrcquisitc; 
^s^opmc^^ofTts^eopL "hecan^l^at^bat^dcS^o^^carecr limited only by th, imagination. The company s rccent accréditation to Invescors in Pcople illustrâtes its attendu» to the development of a learnmg organisation where currcntly over 60% of its 250 employées are undertaking formai learning programmes. If you arc interested, plcasc send your C.V. and a covering letter to; 
The London Fancy Box Co. Ltd. 

INTERNATIONAL .Itlli 
SALES PERSON HliM lE 

TRADING LTD BEEHIVETRADINGLTD TRADING LTD 
The UK's fastes! growing exporter is looking for a highly molivated sales person who can readily take over existing accounts and look to acquire new business. 
You should be enthusiastic, be looking to earn good money and be ready and able to travel abroad. The ability to operate under pressure and still smile at the end of the day is a must. Knowledge of a European language would be an asset. 
We offer a good bonus system, private médical care and pension plan. Salary will be commensurate with experience. 
Plcase send your C.V. with a covering letter to: Marie Hunt, Bechive Trading Ltd, I Warple Mews, off Warple Way, London W3 ORF 

We are the new exdting Record Company based in South West London 
and we wish to recruit an Administration Manager to handle invoicing/manufacturing 

and the général day to day co-ordination of production. 
We offer a compétitive salary. 

NATIONAL 
ACCOUNTS/ 
SALES MANAGER 
We are looking for a well molivated indivii our national accounts. The successful applL_  
stratégies for top 40 bound releascs, Addhionaf dinîes J^ude the organising and motivating of pre sales an 
Pleasc send your CV to the Personnel Dcpartmen Amato Disco Ltd, Unit 210, The Old Gramophon Works, 326 Kensal Road, London W10 4BZ. 

FAX : 0171 493 6320 
- GROSVENOR BUREAU - 

To advertise in 
Music Week 

Classified cail 
Matt or Lisa on 
0181-316 3015 

or Fax 
0181-316 3112 

Copy deadline is 
Thursday 10am 

(subject to space) 
Early booking is 

strongly advisable 

MINISTRY OF SOUND RECORDINGS ARE SEARCHING FOR A YOUNG SELF MOTIVATED EXPORT / INTERNATIONAL SALES PERSON. TO MANAGE THIS RAPIDLY EXPANDING SIDE OF THE LABEL EXPERIENCE AND CONTACTS. NECESSARY. 

42 

Unisic week 
LABEL MANAGER 
required for ambidous independent record company based in NW. cy letter and détails of current salary to: Box 373, Music Week Classified Miller Freeman House, 30 Calderwood Street London SE 18 6QH 

Closing date Mardi 10 
MUSIC WEEK 22 FEBRUARY 1997 



APPOINTMENTS BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

in store security cases 
• maximum security for audio visual display 
• compatible with ail EAS alarm Systems 
• accommodâtes ail important packaging formats 
• enhances the look and feel of the product 
• easy to use and fully guaranteed 

contact Mike or Steve 
Pro.Loc Europe Royal Albert Housc Shcet Street, Windsor Berkshire SL4 1BE Tel: 01753 863406 Fax: 01753 831541 m 

T^jïtT ADMINISTRATOR 
Are yo« confident andeefficie.u with a Inend.y you work on your own initiative? 

ss= 

You m !>«.»«« '*% whg 

Imaginative, hardworking and efficient Marketing Manager sought to work on a wide vanety of projects for the Beggars Banquet, XL Mantra and Wiiija labels. Must be young, enthusiastic, passionate about dance and indie music, and have some promotional/marketing experience and understanding, as well as genuine creative flair, 
Send CV stating current salary to: Marketing Dept., Beggars Banquet, 17-19 Aima Rd, London SW18 1AA 
Financial Controller 

West End to &20K This is a No. 1 rôle at an eslablished but fast growing independent label. Controlling ail aspects of the finance function, including Management Accounts, Royalties, Payroll and Ledgers, you should be a pafl-qualified Accountant with experience of a smaîl company environment Candidates should be both conscientious and be able .to display a high degree of initiative. PO Box 37, Music Week Classified, Miller Freeman House, 30 Calderwood Street, London SE18 6QH 

handle 

enthusiastic i• ith onnH tw -nm nnAiw l"'- "" 9 ^ P ,ja C",PSr'S 

COPYRIGHT ASSISTANT 
WANTED for music publishing company. Should have basic experience of the music business, together with a high degree of numeracy and accuracy, good téléphoné manner, knowledge of MS Word and good keyboard skills. Experience of Counterpoint AS400 copyright royalties System preferred. 

Salary .£11k. 
CVs to The Personnel Dept Chrysalis Group Pic Bramley Road, London W10 6SP 

FIELD 0) 
SALES TEAM " 
You should preferably be aged between 21-25 with some previous sales experience, possibly from audio retail, be a highly motivated salesperson (net ordei taker), possess an ail round knowledge and enthusiasm for a wide variety of music and hold a clean currenl driving licence. In return, we effet a compétitive salary package including a fully expensed company car. Piease apply by sending your current CV and salary détails by 28 Febmary 1997 to: 

St Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent BR5 3RJ Alternatively fax your détails on 01689 897553 Ail applications will be treated in strictest confidence 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
CD CASES AT THE RIGHT PRiœ TRACKBACK For ail types of CD & tape caac 

day delivery Contact ROY on Tel: 01^947 7272 
Fax: OH? 961 5722 

't"?S153PE 

or Company Party 

50D'SC0' 

lor Broadcasl track hard disk recording, full MIDI interfacing 24 track ADAT, 24 track analogue, 80 channel total recal Tlme-ooded DAT, Analogue mastering to 30 ips %" S.R. Sync to plcture, volceovers, audio duplication 3 recording areas (1200 sq.fl) visible from control rcoiri Ail rooms acoustically isolated & alr-conditioned Video production, filmlng, edlting & duplication  BBC Approved Facility   
0181-746 2000 

ARC Music Disfribution UK Ud 
BLACKWING THE RECORDING STUDIO 

oS "The Spécialisa in Top Qualiry Sterling. Warm Je^Srf^Boo Soie. SnuK, 
email: cllir@awmosle.co.iik Dolby SR in ail rooms Call us for trado dilalli no«d fl.k for Cllff 0171-261 0118 

THE MUSIC SfÔREFITTING SPECIALISTS We buy  .— ail your music related items. Call David on: 
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MERCHANDISERS 

ON THE MAP 

m 
FEZBOROUGH 

ELLENCE Hf FROMOTIOrtAL MBRCHAMDISb i RECOKDIHG INDUSTRY FOR OVER A DECADE 
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S 
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TOURS INC - 

T SHIRTS Masons Music ttd, Drury 
Lane, Dept 171, Ponswood 
Ind. Est, St Leonapds On Sea. East Sussex. TN38 
9BA. Tel: 01424 427562. ; 

Fax; 01424 434362. 

m 

TOURS OU 

music merchandising 
for the independently minded 

World-wide . Tour . Retall . Licensing 
Design . Distribution . Manufacture 



DOOLEY'S DIARY 
ReI11enibei- where yôu heard it: 
Qne of the biggest music industry 
gatherings of the week was at that 
match, with both EUK and Virgin 
providing tickets and hospitality for 
selected industry execs on 
Wednesday. The poor shell-shocked 
attendees had their illusions 
shattered further when they 
returned to the hospitality area to find 
a certain injured, and peroxided, England player knocking back the 
beers with nary a care in the 
world...Nobody can accuse the good 
folks at BMG Music Pubiishing of 
not trying to be différent. Its pre- 
Brits bash will include the odd 
platter of kangaroo meat being 
served with the Champagne and other 
delicacies. At least BMG Music 
Pubiishing signings the Bee Gees 
will feel at home. The event is taking 
place ffom 5pm next Monday (24) at 
London's Buona Sera at 350 Old 
Brompton Road...As well as Spice 
Girls and Bee Gees, Brits-goers can 
also look forward to one.of the 
pairings of the year: the Space 
Cowboy meets the former Queen of 
Motown as Jamiroquai's Jay Kay 
teams up with Diana Ross for a 
performance of Upside Down...If their 
luck doesn't hold out at the Brits 
themselves, record company 
executives will at least have a chance 
to become winners at the party 

S 

m 
i hearthrobs 911 was enough to gct the fans outto London's Berkeley Square lastTuesday when the Virgin aottook part in the Kl y., annual Nordoff-Robhins Music Therapy Pancake Race. Around £2,000 was raised for I Nordoff-Robbins from the event which attracted teams from the likes of EMi, HMV, | RTM and Warner Chappell, As well as taking part in the race, 911 were also on give out prises to winners of the raffle, who included nine-year-old Sarah Henson (l| I here showing off her new 911 CD with the trio. But it was the prize of a kiss that greeted I Avril Donaldson (2), of Cavendish Ross Interior Designers - whose clients include | HMV, Island and PolyGram - for being the first woman home in the race. Centre of attention was HMV's Zina Crosse (3) who won best fanoy dress after turning up as a bag of flour. And, keeping it in the family (4), were Nordoff-Robbins hel'pers Jane | Henson and Linda Bawn and their respective daughters Sarah, nine, the first oh finish, and seven-year-old Bobbie Bawn. 

afterwards. Among the array of 
treats being organised are no less 
than five tables each of roulette and 
blackjack... Also at the party, 
jugglers, comedians, astrologers and 
acrobats are preparing to do their 
stuff, but the money is on one of the 
other activities proving to be rather 
popular - a 45-metre "fast bai*" 
supplying drinks as fast as they're 
downed...An odd facet of America's 
Gavin convention is its fondness for 
making acts perform at 9.30am. It 
was a fate which befell Rounder 
Records artist Alison Krauss, who 
nonetheless turned in a stunning 
performance at the opening 
showcase... Kathy Burke and Dawn 
French as Mel C and Victoria Spice 
for the forthcoming Comic Relief 
single? Genius, pure genius... 
Whipping Boy, Jubilee Allstars 
and three other bands are set to 
perform a tribute gig for Music Week's 
Léo Finlay at Whelans in Dublin 
tonight (17). Admission is £5 and 
there will be a raffle of donated CDs, 
records and videos, with ail proceeds 
going to Leo's family...Who says music 
industry executives aren't romantic? 
Steppin' Out Records' boss lan Robertson tied the knot with long- 
time partner Margaret on Valentines Day. ..OK, OK so Michael Jackson has 

finally become a father, but Doole/s 
congratulations this week go to MCI 
marketing director Danny Keene 
and his wife Heather, who are 
celebrating the birth of 61b lOoz Lara 
Jade on February 8. Spurs fan Danny 
apparently appreciated his wife 
giving birth on a blank Saturday for 
Premiership Football... 

S 
9 

lion the footy, or at least not for a After last Wednesday's World Cup defeat - for the England fans among us ^ al,! eyes will be on HMV's annual football extravaganza and charity dinner on April 3 to help lift spirits. There is bound to be plenty of spirit-lifting going on as dozens of soccer legends descend on London's Grosvenor House Hôtel, including the two England 1966 World Cup players Geoff Hurst and Martin Peters, here flanking HMV Europe managing director Brian McLaughlin. With Jack Charlton as guest speaker and Sky Sports' Richard Keys as the evening's master of cérémonies, half the tickets have already gone, Money raised will go to Nordoff-Robbins, with tickets priced at £100. HMV is also offering deluxe tables complété with a football celebrity guest. Call Karen Thurtle for détails on 0181 

music week 
Incorporating Record Mirror 

Miller Freeman Entertainment Group, Miller Freeman pie, Ei8hth Floor, Ludgate House. 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 91 
Tel: 0171-620 3636. Fax: 0171-401 8035 2/|, Miller Freeman 

MUSIC WEEK 22 FEBRUARY 1997 
SUBSCRIPTION HOTLINE: 0181-317 7191 NEWSTRADE HOTLINE: 0171- 638 4666 
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